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BOSWELL: Sir Alexander Dick tells me that he remembers having a thou-
sand people in a year to dine at his house: that is. reckoning each person as
ore each time that he dined there.

JOHNSON: That. Sir. is about three a day.

BOSWELL: How your statement lessens the idea!

JOHNSON: That. Sir. is the good of counting. It brings everything to a cer-
tainty. which before floated in the mind indefinitely.

BOSWELL: But Om Pat, ignoturn pm magnilico [Everything unknown pass-
e% for marvelous[: one is sorry to have this diminished.

JOHNSON: Sir. yt.0 should not allow yourself to he delighted with error.

BOSWELL: Three a day seem but few.

Boswell's Lifr of Samuel Johnson. Api 11 18. 1783
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Foreword

'Somehow the teaching of English has been wrenched out of the Age of
Aquarius and thrust into the Age of Accountability. Many of us view edu-
cational accountants in much the same spirit as we view the agent of the
Internal Revenue Service coming to audit our returns. Theoretically, it is
possible the agent will turn out to be a pleasant person. gregarious and af-
fable. who writes poetry in his free time and who will help us by showing
how we failed to claim all our allowable deductions, so that the result of
the audit is the discovery of a new friend and a substantial refund. But
somehow we doubt that possibility.

For the specialist in measurement and testing we have our image, too.
In his graduate work, one of the foreign languages he studied was statis-
tics. And he passed it. The other one was that amazing and arcane lan-
guage the testing specialists use when they talk to one another. He passed
it. too, and is fluent in it. He doesn't think of children except as they dis-
tribute themselves across deciles. He attempts with his chi-squares to mea-
sure what we've done without ever understanding what we were trying to
do. Not so with the author of this monograph.

Paul Diederich, an eminent specialist in testing and measurement, is as
pleasant a surprise as the IRS agent described above. The surprise begins
with his academie background: three degrees in Latin and Greek classics
from Harvard and Columbia. It extends through his first teaching assign-
ment: high school Latin. It continues to this day. He still publishes articles
on classical subjects and may be the only testmaker who reads Latin and
Greek for pleasure at the age of 68.

The question remains, "But does he know anything about teaching and
testing in English?" Fortunately. yes. Just after he began teaching Latin,
the Great Depression set in. and soon both students and their parents be-
came far more interested in survival than in the classical tradition. Noting
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the decline in his classes, he projected that by IL)40 he would be down to
/tiro students. So----"like a rat deserting a sinking ship" as he expresses
It -he swam over to a lznguage that appeared to have a future, namely
ngLh, and soon became an Associate Professor and E amino. in En-

glish at the University of Chicago. Meanwhile he had been a member of
the EValuation Stiff of the Eight-Year Study and helped Cevelop several
tests. including a measure of interests in twelve subjects, new called MM
tAcademic Interest Measures), the only instrument inherited from that
study that is still published by Educational Testing Service At Chicago,
the Board of Examiners was called upon to develop a large nonber of tests
for the lInited States Armed Forces Institute, and over two million service-
men received school or college credit in English through tests leveliiped by
[)iederich and his associates.

In 1449, soon after Educational Testing Service was formed by a merger
of three non-profit testing agencies. its president Henry Chauncey went to
the Middle West looking rir fresh blood fir his Research Division. He
came back with Diederich and then discovered that they had been class-
mates at Harvard. During the teacher shortage. Diederich had a hand in
promoting the employment of eollege-educated housewives to help high
school English teachers deal with their overload of student compositions.
These were first called "lay readers" but soon became "English assis-
tants" w hen it was found that they were equally effective in supervising in-
dependent reading rooms. The latter enabled English teachers to cut their
large classes in half by teaching one section Tuesday and Wednesday, the
oth,..r Thursday and Friday: the section that w as not in class went to inde-
pendent reading. On Monday there was a large-group presentation in the
auditorium, and the teachers who were not involved had this day free for
conferences k ith students.

The initial conception that led to this monograph was not Diederich's.
It started at EIS with a colleague who is a friend of both I)iederich and
ti(-1F. The thought was to gather together into a single collection a vari-
ety of manuscripts and published articles by Diederich to make available
to English teachers ideas and insights from his lifetime of experience and
re.careh in the teaching and nieasurement of English.

has happened so many times before. Diederich gave more than was
asked for. Having consented to the original plan. he worried with us about
the m o it able occurrences of repetition of ideas among papers on related
epics. What wc thought was an editorial problem he took as a writing
problem. His solution was to write an entirely fresh manuscript. It follows.

R(thert F. lingan



Introduction

As a test of writing ability. no test is as convincing to teachers of En-
glish, to teachers in other departments, to prospective employers, and to
the public as actual samples of each student's writing, especially if the
writing is done under test conditions in which one can be sure that each
sample is the student's own unaided work. People who uphold the view
that essays arc the only valid test of writing ability are fiord of using the
analogy that. whenever we want to find out whether young people can
swim, we havC them jump into a pool and swim. if they can swim the
length of the pool and back, the evidence is undeniable that they can swim.

But suppose we already knew that all of these young people could swim
somehow or othersome well, others badlyand the test was to find out
how well each one could swim. Then we might use five judges, each of

hom would independently write on his scorecard a number From I (poor)
to 5 t xcellent indicating his opinion of each person's swimming. Then
sup!ose that over a long period of time. at every level from elementary
school through college, and in several countries, everyone who tried this
procedure teported that about a fifth of the swimmers received every grade
from I to 5 and only a handful received less than three different grades
from the five judges. NVouldn't this cast some doubt on the reliability of
this test of swimming?

This is the situation we usually face in grading essays as a test of writing
ability. We already know that practically everyone who is admitted to the
test w ill write mmwthing. Our task is to determine how well each one
writes. Then we must use judges. and their judgments are likely to scatter
e en more widely than judgments of performance in sports, since there are
well-defined standards km most sports but standards for writing are n
they well defined nor widely accepted. The principal task of this booklet

ill be to suggest ways of improving the reliability of grades on essay.. We
shall find that it is very nard to reach a desirable standard of reliability
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through essays alone, and so we shall also consider the inclusion of a few
sect ions of objective items on related parts of proficiency in English. Since
objective items yield tar higher reliabilities than essays per unit of time,
they will usually increase the reliability of the total score on the examina-
tion to a level that is lair to students.

Hut why measure or grade at all? I hesitate to answer this question be-
cause, to anyone who buys or borrows a booklet with this title, the question
is silly, the answer is obvious, and it is tedious to repeat the old twaddle
about the need tor accurate information on which to base educational de-
cisions. and the like. Hut just now there is a vocal minority among English
teachers ho oppose any use of grades or measures that enter the perma-
nent records of students---especially those that indicate weaknesses, and
they are likely to introduce a resolution at the next NCH:. tucetitig con-
demning the procedures recommended in this booklet unless something is
said in defense of these procedUres.

First let me surprise these critics by saying th:.t I agree with practically
everything they say. This is not a rhetorical trio.. I really mean it. During
my twenty-five years at the Educational Testing Service. one of my princi-
pal duties has been consulting with secendary schools ou problems of mea-
surement, grading, record-keeping, anti ieporting. I have liad to visit more
classes than I care to remetnb,T, and my predominant impression has
been that these classes are fat, !stk.:Illy over-evaluated. Students are
graded on practicajv everything they do every time they turn around.
Grades generate anxiety and hard feelings between students, between
students and teachers, between students and their parents, and between
parents and teachers. Common sense suggests that they ought to he re-
duced to the smallest possible number necessary to find out how students
are get'ing along toward the four or five main objectives of the program,
but teachers keep piling them up like squirrels gathering nuts. They ap-
pear to have no idea that there is any way to find out how much measure-
ment of any objective is enough.

Of course there is, and they should have le. coned it in some course or
unit .m tests and measurements. It they have not. they will certainly know
it In the time they finish reading this booklet. The answer is reliability.

..incept will be fully understood only after studying and trying out the
iccdures I recommend. but the general idea is that there are quick and

easy %%;1% to find the amount of random variation in all measurement op-
ration. :,ud from that amount one can tell how much more evidence of

-ante kind is needed to reach a stable figure that v, ill not change very
U. h. or in veil mans eases, no matter how much more evidence is

gatheied.
Mc the years I have come to avvert a reliability of .80 in the measure

or se, les of measures) of an important objective as adequate for practical
ici sq., in he ordinary course of sehook%ork. In this booklet I suggest an
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examination week at the end of each quarter or semester Ul which one day
is reserved tor English language and literature, another tOr foreign Ian-
guages and literature, a third for history and social science, and so on
tpages 41-42. The essay and objective parts of the examination on
language arts are vim wally guaranteed to yield the desired reliability in just
one tlai of' testing. During the following week, most students are on VaCit
tion, but makeup ex; ininations are scheduled in the same order for stu-
dents who were absent or who wish to improve their grade. When students
repeat an examination thr this purpose, whichever grade is higher stands
in the record. The recommended scoring procedure yields convincing evi-
dence of the average amount of improvement in writing from one grade to
the next within each curriculum, and it shows students how much their
writing improves on successive examinations.

At this point. betire We explain why it is necessary. some readers will be
shocked to learn that such an examination requires two essays. Those writ-
ten in the morning are graded independentl by two teachers, and those
written in the afternoon are graded independently by two different teach-
ers. Whenever the two grades differ by more than a certain amount. the
paper is referred to a small committee of he most experienced teachers,
who substitute their own grade for whichever of the original grades was
tart her from their own. Before the examination. the teachers indicate how
many students in each of their classes they expect to mike each grade
not which students. but how many. These estimates are added and con-
wiled to percents as guidelines to the number of papers the teachers
should expect to find at each level of merit. Their pooled judgments need
not look anything like the normal curve. If they have reason to believe that
the group is superior, they may aim at a distribution in which no one fails,
only 10 percent get D's, 50 percent Cs. 25 percent B's, and 15 percent A's.
Was of-combining the tOur essay grades and four objective scores are sug-
gested that will make the distribution of final grades conform to these ex-
pectations.

These procedures. we hope. will seem more and more reasonable and
feasible as we proceed. Right now, however, many readers are probably
thinking. "How unrealistic! We are already overworked, and it is hard
enough to ,Pet our examination grades turned in on time when there is only
one essay that we grade ourselves. 'Iwo independent ratings of two essays
l each student plus a review of discrepant grades are out of the ques-
tion.

Rut how much time does this procedure actually- take? 1 recently intro-
duced this type of examination in several junior high schools in which we
secured accurate records of the time spent in grading, since most of the
papers were graded in Saturd.ty workshops. We encouraged the teachers
to work rapidly- and to trust their first impressions, since we km nd that
this increased the reliability of grading. Resides. the' . ould count cm the
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tact that ally seriOns error in indgMent %%mild prltably he caught by the
second reader and the roles+ of discrepant grades, not becattse the other
readers are w iskl. but bevatise 1111 are unlikely to err in the same di.,
reel lie esa1s were Short, and there were no Correct ion or cOMinents
to Vitt'. In fact, they were forbidden to write anything at all on the papers
lest it bias the judgment of later readers, Unities were reeorded tug sera.
rate .,ork sheets,

ii%eragki grading tints' per essay proved to hi, two minutes, Two es
says per student each graded twice Cattle in eight minutes per student.
(Mk of the grades were far enough apart to require review, and since
each re% ios also took two minutes, toe average grading time per student
came to just under nine minutes, We had previously made a careful study
it the time required 1.1 grade, correct, anti continent on homework papers,
I1 aeraged eight !ninnies pee student, and this result was confirmed by

similar study under different auspices in talifOrnia, Since there are no
classes duin.,,, Neck, the teachers did not find this chore u
dill% 1'1111101'0nm'. 1 he objective CXVIViSeS went' scored by :Jerks and aides.

%Vital did the !cavilers get in return? First of all. they had reliable scores
on w tting ability and other language arts, and they could prove it to the
satisfaction the Board, their principal, and their director of testing,
.1 he also hail convincing evidence tit OW average amount of improvement
iu uriting pc!' scar in cacti curriculum, and the- cold(' show students and
their parents litm pit la ipipro%epient writing was revealed ill successivein

esaminations, rho got such figures at the end of each quarter or settles.
ter -often enough to keep in touch with the prOgr;ss of each student. If a
student reeei% ed a lim' grade than his pride would accept, he could take
the makeup esam juin ion, and whichever grade ss as higher would stand in
the record.

Remember now Olin once tour measures reach a satisfactory level of re

nahons, adding wore nicasuros Inv some abilities will not change the
position of niam students. and none %or tar. Most of sliest' teachers had

required a 1"0 ecks from !heir students. and if 1110. "cry
conscientious about n. it took about fori hours a ueek to grade, correct,
dnd k.oniment on limn, !s;0%, that the% had a reliable tneosort, "riting

the grades %Wry stipetillotis, and a carctul stud eons Owed us 111.11
the corrections here more damaging than helptid. Hence flirt refused to
grade the homoork papers: thei cut out most of the corrections; and thc
concentrated on hrict marginal comments. emphasi/ing what the student
hdil done hell. ,fit the ehil.110 eer. they 'night add one suggestion for he
iniproenicin I die nem hut rarei more than one.

Here the Delense rests. In the rest of this hooklo I outlitte sstem for
the t..,11nation of language arts that cuts out more (hall ktp percent of the

Qr.ldillt! 111.11 1.10C\ 011 do\ alter dio in almost ecr elassroom. Few er and
better measures al longer intenals of lime arc enough to slum students,
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pareins, ;Ina loolors 114m thv act, doing, who. iitn wadi,
et% %111111111 110 III 11111t1 11101' 11111V 11111111% 111 W1IV11111p, and S11111V111% to
Ivarithw, I tivoll lielivv that theistirettlettt should hv rvtluced 'o a prop.

In Valli:41111i hilt it tilt think oti van ;Iwo t,
It'Ss 111i111 1111' 11101111111M 1 1141VV 1VV0111111V1111Vti in 111k 11110kIV1, 1111' V7:11Vti.

VIIt'y 01 it 111V1i111V 111 111V 11041 %%i11.11% 111V 11111 1111 1111likt`i1 10 1111.1:1;-;1ti

Fed l' actors hi Judgments
of Writing Ability

I vitvlivrs ho hazy Ito et gradvd a svt t Pam.. that hat v pretiusl
ht.vti hrativd 11% anotlivr tvadivr svIdom rvalirt. hot% vothittthily and svri
otislt it.avitors .lisagret. in 0161' fildgIlletits t1t tt riting Intiq int,
prt.sst v\ itiolve I can olio oil this point vathv out of it factor iinillysis
nalvint.iiis to tt min; ;Indic% that Joh, Sdell t'arlton, anti 1 n0.-
1(.111101 I. I S ill 1%4111 %Vt. sevurvti thwers stutivtits in their

month at thrt.t. diltervtit and had thoit all gradvcI 11) sixt
dist ittihnsh. l rc,tdcrs ill sis ovvtipatinal Fields. As our avademic intlgcs
%c it,ltl 101 colltNc 1 ic,ichors, social Skleilkst !vathers, and ten
natural scivilvt. tvadivrs \' out notiacatIvittik. ItI ltv11 t. had ivit tito's
unI cklut.t-s, tot lit%%%,0.,,, ;mkt tot 1.01. thou, vvitsons

At' t'l ht \I\ 11111 QV% \1.1. 1111i1111V 011111)10C 111c11' asslk;11111C111s, 11111

.111 111 1 .t(lVt.111a1c1% represt.hivd II\ thy tiltthrt.v ttitlt.vs 110
1 cinainctl. I Ilcsk. 11 clC 1ll:0111c 11 110

\%.1 ,%

III ,111 kin.; tht.' laditt'S ittitl1110 SpOld
h% disk 111..1(11111! SI.didald and Val int; 11.11111,1%' papers 1111111 11

rya, ,111 .1u1ll obit.licut.k. 1ii osvnsus. Hut in dn., I sloth ii t.

lo 111111 out %111,11 (111,11ilics in station tiiiiii; 1111C1111!C11. villIalC(1 potpie
11011,:k viiii111,1suc licit 1 ilc1 art' 11'1'0 111 1.11'1111v as thus likc.
Ito Iqouvilt thcse stso iodffs totIvilter, thc )0.aded ,111 ilic pitpcts at

t)tit. k Stir/ die 'Miters lilt'' aine !Ilk's IIi tirder
V.,..11C1.11 11)1'nl, I1s111;: 011 ii idl'a tit %1 1110'11.

I hi: I Idt S 11F !hat all him. !illy. 11111S1 11111 Ilia less than
h% 11.11it'N pile. I 'it'll, 'Ili ,i 111.1111 11.111CUS \le asked
d1111 it 1 Il' 111111111'1110 on 111C1 likc I ol .11s11kol.
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Hence, the reliability of grading that was shown in this study should not
be taken to represent the reliobility usually attained in grading essays fir
the College Hoard. when we adopt strict rules and entbree them by close
supervision. But it is probably typical of the amount of disagreement one
would find in any large group of readers without such training and disci.
pline that, out of the 3(k) essays graded. 101 received every grade from I to
4: 4-1 percent received either seven, eight. or nine different grades; and no
essay recessed less that( five different grades from these twee readers.
As the first step in our factor analysis. we had to compute the eurrela.
tionthe amount of agreementetween the grades of each reader and
the 'wades ()reach other reader. The median correlation in this large (53 x
S3) table of correlations was .31.

This table was subjected to a complex mathematical procedure called
"factor analysis," which has the effeet of picking out clusters of readers
from all over the table who agree within their cluster and disagree with
every other cluster to a greater degree than vould be t!ttrtbuted to chance.
In effect, it determines how many different schovis of thought exist among
the readers as to what constitutes excellence in student writing. In this
study we filund flYe different schools of thoughtfive clusters of readers
who were evidently judging the papers on somewhat diMrent bases, since
within each cluster there was a moderate amount of agreement on grades
but a substantial amount of disagreement with every other cluster.

We have not yet taught the computer how to tell us what these clusters
were agreeing on, so we resorted to a classification of the comments they
had written on most of the papers. In a trial tort, when we used a random
sample of readers, the first result of this classification was utter chaos, for
every cluster appeared to he commenting on everything. The picture only
became clear and convincing when we restricted the classification to the
three readers who stood highest on each factorthat is, who came closest
to the central tendency represented by each fitctorand to just those
papers that these readers had graded either high 17.8.10 or low (12.3i
hen with this restriction. we finally tabulated 11,018 comments on 3.5S/
papers antler 55 headings, and wC reduced the numbers of commt:nts tab-
ulated under each heading to percentages of the comments written by each
itt these selected readers, so that those who wrote the most Comments
would not unduly influence the interpretation.

Interpretation of the Five Factors

.1 hen it became quite clear that the largest cluster t In readers, drawn
trout all six occupational fields) as most influenced by the ideas IA -
pressed: their richness, soundness, clarity. development, and relevance to
the topic and the w niter's purpose. Notice how even this first finding bears
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on a point that Is often debated by English teaehers. Some give little or no
weight to the ideas expressed in student papers for two reasons. First, they
hold that ideas are the product of Codgiven intelligence which teaching
cannot alter; teaching can only help students express whatever ideas they
may have more correctly and effectively. Second, they believe that students
hme an inalienable right to express any ideas or opinions they have, and
any indication by the teacher that some are better than others, and hence
deserve higher grades, borders on censorship. Other teachers reply that
one van do something about the quality, development, and support of
ideas in student papers by paying attention to them, raising questions
about them, challenging them, and focusing attention on them in class
discussion of selected papers. They add that students like it better when
teachers take their ideas seriously and react to them than when they con-
fine their attention to errors in expression. Such reactions are seldom in-
tended or viewed as censorship, It is simply a fact that some papers are
better thought out than others, and comments to that effect are intended
only to encourage students to think carefully about what they write.

However that may be, it is an empirical fact that our largest cluster of
sixteen readers from all six occupational fields had by far the highest per-
centage of comments on the ideas expressed, and lower percentages of
comments on the qualities emphasized by the other four clusters. Hence
we must accept it as a fact that a high proportion of intelligent, educated
adults do pay attention to the quality, development, support. and rele-
vance of the ideas expressed in student compositions and weight them
heavily in their judgment of the general merit of these papers. This is
certainly one basis on which the writing of our students will he judged, and
English teachers will he well advised to give it considerable attention in
their instruction and in their comments and conferences on papers.

The next largest cluster (13 readers) had by far the highest percentage of
comments on errors in usage. sentenee structure. punctuation. and spell
ing. It s as no surprise that seven of the ten college English teachers stood
high on this factor. 'Phis may be a good time to explain why 1 can rite a
number like seven when we tabulated the comments of only the three read-
ers N1 ho stood highest on each factor. That tabulation showed us what the
factor meantthat is. the distinctive emphasis expressed in the comments
of the three readers who best represented that factor. Then we could look
at the occupational fields of the thirteen readers who belonged to this clus-
terwhose grades came closer to those given by the three highest readers
than to those given hs members of any other clusterand seven proved to
lie college English teachers. Of the three who stood t on this factor,
how e% er, just one was a college English teacher, another was a science
leacher. and the third was a business executive.

The third cluster (k) readers) showed the highest interest of any group in
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,prewitzatifin and unat.si.s, which appear to be closely related. Four of the
seen business executives who completed their assignments stood high on
this factor. Fhey were "organization men" in more senses than one.

The fourth cluster (also of 9 readers. but with no occupational bias)
stood highest in comments on iswrding and phrasingthe choice and ar-
rangement of words, including the deletion of unnecessary words. I sus-
pect that this was at least in part a rocabuhrty factorthat these readers
were more impressed than other groups by a large. mature vocabulary. but
there was no way to prove it from their comments.

Finally. the fifth and smallest cluster (7 readers. tour of whom were
either writers or editors) emphasized style. individuality. originality, inter-
est. and sincerity the lfiltithiCA revealed by the writing, which we
decided to call "flay. r.' although they themselves called it "style." We
aYoided the latter as a label fOr this factor. since the people who empha-
sised wording and phrasing were also interested in "style," but in such a
different sense that they came out on a different factor. They were inter-
ested in style in the use of language. but the fifth cluster was interested in
sale as the revelation of a rersonality in writing, as shown by such com-
ments as "forceful." "vigorous." "outspoken." "sincere." or "inflated.-
"pretentious." "dogmatic." or "sentimental." In any large group of read-
ers. these seven would probably he recognized as the devotees of creative
writing. and the fact that four of the seven were professional writers or edi-
tors confirmed this impression. You know that the writing of Mark Twain
and Allan Poe is so different in its general character that you could
hardly mistake one for the other. It is this sort of difference in the person-
ality resealed by writing that we decided to call -flavor."

If you arc interested in numbers. you may have noticed that these live
clusters of readers (1:) 13 4 9 ") add up to tifty-four readers, but
we had only tiny-three who completed their assignments. This is not a m is-
takc. Although this procedure minimises overlap among the readers. it
was inevitable that some stood almost equally high on two different fac-
tors. hile a few did not belong to any clusterthey disagreed with every-
hod\ . Although it is conceivable that the latter were better judges than
,iii one else. the probability is higher that there was too much random
Yariation in their grades to associate it on with any distinct school of
thought.

You may wonder why we did not classify the comments to begin with
and call the largest group of comments Factor 1. the next largest Factor 2.
and so on. I he answer is clear and compelling. it you know only the per-
centage COMMentS that can be classified under a given heading. there is
no w ay to tell how much influence this heading had on the way these read-
ers graded the papers. You cannot simply ask them because few if any
readers are conscious of w hat they are actually responding to in student
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writing that makes them grade one paper higher than another. Some of
the most common types of comments did not come out on any factor since
they were made by every type of reader.

Hence you have to find clusters of readers who are judging the papers on
somewhat different bases, since there are significant differences between
the grades assigned by each cluster, yet a fairly high amount of agreement
within each cluster. Then you know that whatever these clusters of readers
are looking at has a demonstrable effect on their grade;, since their grades
do in fact differ. You find out what they are looking at by classitYing the
comments of the readers who best represent each cluster, and you find
that one cluster has the highest percentage of comments on the ideas ex-
pressed. another the highest percentage of comments on mechanical er-
rors. and so on. Then you know that these distinctive emphases actually
influenced their judgments.

It was interesting and illuminating that we found the and only five dis-
tinct schools of thought among these fifty-three distinguished readers, em-
phasi/ing ideas, mechanics, organi/ation, wording, and flavor respective-
ly. There is some room for argument as to the exact interpretation of these
five factors. but there is no reasonable doubt that our study revealed just
live different bases for the judgment of our sample of 300 papers, or that
the distinctive emphases of these five ways of looking at student writing
could he deserihed fairly accurately by the labels we chose. Another study
using a different w citing task, different students, and possibly a different
age loci might yield somewhat different conclusions, but the five factors
% e rim nd in this particular study are a matter of knowledge, not opinion.
We bunt. that these live qualities in student writing influenced the judg-
ments of this particular set of readers, and I use the word know deliberate -
ly. 'these results arc far more convincing than any theoretical. armchair
analysis of how students ought to write. We hope, ht ever, that something
like this study will be replicated by several different investigators as time
goes on. since truth finally emerges only after several independent investi-
gations reach essen falls the same conclusions.

I here was one other study of this sort. almost concurrent w ith our own.
but we heat d about it only after our study was completed. It was done by
the Italian psychologist Remondino, using papers vritten in Italian by.
ek yen sear olds. Although hi, method differed slightly from ours. the fac-
tors he touml could readily- be translated into the labels we chose except
that he found an additional factor that he called -graphics- and we called
-ha mk riting. neatness.'' 1 his addition w as explained by the fact that he
used the original handwritten papers. w hue %%e had to use typed copies.
Later, w hen we were has ing teachers rate handwritten papers. we added
Remondino's factor to our

1 oll ma\ think, '''1 he reason for the unreliability of essay grades is now
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clear: some readers are influenced mainly by the ideas expressed. others
by the number of errors they notice, others by organization and analysis.
and so on. Ily are looking at different things in the papers. or they are
weighting them differently."

That is true. hit it is not the whole story. The extent to which our tifty-
three readers were influenced by these five factors is indicated by the sum
of their "loadings" on these factors. On the average, the sum of these
"loadings" explained 43 percent of the variance in grades: the remaining
57 percent was unexplained. Some of the remainder may ultimately be ex-
plained by factors which have not yet come to light or by more reliable
measures of the factors we discovered. But most of it is probably due to
two causes that are not amenable to factor analysis: unique ideas about
grading that are not shared by any other reader, and random variations in
judgment, which may be regarded as errors in judgment. The extent of the
latter might he revealed by having the same judges grade the same papers
six months later. after they had forgotten the grades they originally as-
signed. The correlation between their earlier and later grades might aver-
age no higher than .50, which would indicate a large amount of chance
variation in grading. But this would he so expensive, and the readers
would be so reluctant to tackle the same papers again that we did not dare
to suggest it.

A more detailed explanation of the meaning of our five factors is given
in Appendix A. A kw research-minded readers of this report may want
examine the full, original report of this factor analysis. It was published
(multilithedl by Educational Testing Service in August 1961 as Research
Bulletin (11-15. but it has long been out of print. The only way to get a copy
now is to ask ETS to make a Xerox copy of its tile copy. but that would he
very costly, and we advise against it. The lull report is ninety-two pages
long. extremely technical, and crammed with figures that are no longer
relevant. The only use a researcher could make of it would bf, to study the
mathematical procedures used in the factor analysis. but advances in
computer technology since that time have made these procedures obsolete:
there are now .impler. quicker. and less expensive procedures. One may
take it on faith that the procedures we used were sound, and their results
valid. because they were designed and supervised by Ledyard Tucker,
w hose authority in the field of factor analysis is unquestioned. All of the
findings rule% ant to the grading of essays have been reported and
explained in this summary.



V The Effect of Bias

Another danger in grading essays that we must try to avoid is bias on the
part of the readerseither for or against particular students, the views ex-
pressed (such as liberal or conservative), the way of writing (ornamented or
plain. lengthy or succinct, etc.). There are even particular types of errors to
which some teachers react so strongly that they are likely to fail any paper
in which they appear. no matter how good it is in other respects. Bias ap-
pears most obviously when a teacher is grading the papers of his own stu-
dents. knowing who wrote them. If a teacher reads the paper of a boy
known to he dull, lazy, careless, and impertinent, it would take a remark-
able paper to overcome the prejudice that the teacher has formed against
him. On the other hand, if the paper was written by a model student, or by
one with whom the teacher sympathizes because he has recently had seri-
ous trouble at home, the grade is likely to be higher than a dispassionate
analysis of the writing would warrant.

Even when the paper of a given student surprises or disappoints us. we
are likely to change too little. When I get a poor paper from a good student
who generally writes well, I tend to think. "Too had; he had an off day.
I'm afraid that have to lower his grade to a B.- But if that same paper
had been written by a poor student, it could easily get a D or an E.

The effect of this sort of bias was prettily illustrated by an experiment
conducted in twelve school districts in the state of New York by another
man at EIS. Dr. Benjamin Rosner. Since we were comparing four meth-
ods of improving writing, we wanted the grades on writing to he highly re-
liable so that we could detect significant differences, even if they were
small. Hence asked for one test paper per month on a topic selected by
the central stall. written on the kind of paper that yields three sharp. clean
copies. We kept one of these for our files, removed all identification except
a code number from the other two. and sent them back to two different
schools For grading.

11
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The teachers who graded these papers knew nothing whatever about the
yyriters--not even which school they attended. Soon they complained that
they ought to have at least a little information. such as whether the paper
came from grade 9 or 10 (the only two grades in our study). or from a
regular or "honors" class, because the latter should be judged by higher
standards.

Dr. Rosner said that this was a reasonable request, and it afforded an
opportunity for a sub-experiment on the kinds and amounts of informa-
tion about students that led to the most reliable grading. He promised that
all papers would henceforth be stamped with one hit of information each
month. such as whether it came from a boy or a girl. grade 9 or grade 10, a
regular or "honors" class, and so on.

What the teachers did not realize until Dr. Rosner told them at the end
of the year was that half of this information was true and the other half
was false. Remember now that two copies of each paper were sent to dif-
ferent schools tOr grading. One month Dr. Rosner would stamp one copy
of each paper "boy" and the other copy "girl." The next month he would
stamp one copy "grade 9" and the other copy "grade 10." The next time
he would stamp one copy "regular" and the other copy "honors." and so
on w ith different hits of information each month.

The only hit of information that made any difference at all in average
grades was whether the papers were stamped "regular" or "honors," and
that difference was exactly opposite from what the teachers expected.

hey had argued that honors classes should be judged by higher stan-
dards, but the papers that were stamped "honors" averaged almmt one
grade pi iint higher than the other copies of the very same papers that were
stamped "regular."

1 he explanation seems to he that grading is such a suggestible process
that Nye tied what we expect to tied. If we think a paper came from an
honors class. we expect it to he pretty good. and that is what we find. If we
think it came from a regular class, we expect it to be only so-so, and that is
%Oat we find.

It a single word stamped on a paper can have this much effect on
grades. think how much effect the full personality of the student must
have N% hen we grade papers knowing who wrote them. with all their past
behavior and circumstances in mind. Some teachers argue that our knowl-
eillS of each student ought to have this effect that a poor writer who has
done his best ought to revere a higher grade. while a brilliant writer .rho
has not come up to his usual standard ought to receive a lower grade than
the actual merits of the paper would justify.. I can see some justification for
this treatment of the mei% e to twenty papers per year that are written for
practice. but not in the two to tou test papers per year that are graded
to determine him 1I each student actually %%rites. Then we are judging
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writing, not students. Praise or blame enters at a later point. The poor
writer w ho finally earns a passing grade of I) may be congratulated: the
brilliant writer who disgraces himself by getting a B (when he should have
made an A) may be taken sternly ;o task. or comforted, or urged to repeat
the examination.

4 Measuring Improvement in Writing

Bias in grading test papers is easily avoided by a procedure for meiv.ur-
ing the amount of improvement that comes about in each year of a writing
program. I have recommended it in articles in English Journal (Diederieh.
Paul B. "How to Measure Growth in Writing Ability." 55 [April 19tinj:
-135441. and it has been adopted by many junior and senior high schools.
For this purpose we ask all students in a span of three or four grades (such
as grades or grades 10-11-12, or even grades 9-10-11-12) to write a
paper on the .ame topic on the same day, but not necessarily in the same
hour. Each student numbers his paper wit!, any number of six digits (like
k 40 1 or 00325n) that pops into his head and writes no other identifica-
tion on his paper. lie copies this number on a separate slip and adds his
name, grade. class. teacher. and any other information that may be
required. 'these name-slips are arranged in the numerical order of these
self chosen numbers and are locked up until the grading is finished.

Ha% ing the students choose their own numbers not only saves the trou-
ble and expense of stamping code numbers on the papers and keeping a
record of which student received each number. it also gives students great
et- confidence that their papers will be judged without knowledge of the
identity of the %% titers. Duplicate numbers are no problem. When the
name-slips are arranged in numerical order, the duplicate numbers come
together. Then we match the handwriting on the name-slips with the
handwriting on the papers bearing these numbers and change the number
of the student who conies first in alphabetical order--usually by adding 1
to the last digit. If that results in another duplication. we add 2 or any
other number that w ill distinguish papers bearing the same number.

.1 he papers are also arranged in the order of these self-chosen numbers.
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which puts them into an obviously random orderwith all three or fi
grades scrambled togetherand are divided into as many piles as there
are teachers to grade them. Each teacher records his grades and com-
ments on a separate work sheet and is trbidden to write anything at all on
the papers, lest it bias the judgment of the second reader. He turns in both
his work sheets and the papers he has graded to the person in charge of the
examination, who locks up the work sheets. Then the papers are turned
over to another teacher for a second, independent ratingwith no knowl-
edge of the grades given by the first reader. Again, the second reader re-
cord., his grades and comments on a separate work sheet and writes noth-
ing On the papers themselves. Both readers should rearrange the papers in
their original numerical order betie turning them in.

After all readers have turned in their second batch of papers and work
sheets, the person in charge compares the two grades and pulls out all.
papers on which they differ by more than one full grade-point. That is, if
one grade is B and the other C. they will simply he combined to get the
final grade: but if one grade is B and the other C-, that is just over the one
grade-point limit, and these papers should be reviewed by procedures that
w ill be discussed later. If the "standard scores" for test essays that will he
explained later are used, the two scores must he more than ten points
apart to qualify for a review. In our experience, after a high school staff'
has had some practice in grading essays in this manner, only one paper in
ten or twelve needs to he reviewed in order to iron out serious discrepan-
cies in grades.

The main point I want to make now is that staff grading of papers writ-
ten by all students in a given school---on the same tol.ic and the same day
-and identified only by numbers chosen at random by L.tch student will

completely eliminate bias either for or against particular students. The
readers ha%e no idea who wrote any papernot even the grade in which it
w as written, nor whether it came from academic or vocational, regular or
honors classessince the papers are all mixed together in a random order.
Incidentally, this mixing makes the task of grading the test papers easier.
since the stack of papers given to each reader will probably include papers
all the w ay from the top class in the highest grade to the bottom class in
the lowest grade of his school. Hence differences in the quality of writing
ate far more gross and ob% ious that in the papers one gets from any one
class.

Moreo% cr. since each student's writing will be judged by at least four
different readers in the course of a year. any bias toward liberal or conser-
at ic %ics. plain or fancy writing. and the like ill almost certainly be

cancelled out. Four readers are not necessarily wiser than one, but it is un-
likel% that all tour w ill err in the same direction.
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Results in One Senior High School

The grading of at n one test essay in this fashion can provide powerful
ammunition against our critics, who often charge that students learn noth-
ing about writing in high school. Here are the results of rating 1.065
papers written on the same day in grades 10, 11, and 12 of a senior high
school that stood almost exactly at the national average in general verbal
ability.

NONACADEMICS
Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12

ACADEMICS

Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12
HIGH 5 °/o 8% 9% 22°/o 41% 530/0
N1IDDLE 340/0 53% 630/0 65% 52% 42%
LOW 61% 39% 28% 13% 7% 5%

AVERAGE 326 397 455 475 606 650

These papers were rated by eight English teachers on a "stanine" scale
of t) points, which we shall not explain because an eat,ier scale will he ex-
plained later. Here it is sufficient to understand that for clarity in presen-
tation. we called the three top stanines (24";,) a high rating, the middle
three (52":,) a middle rating, and the bottom three (24%) a low rating. The
percents show the percentage of students in each grade of the nonacadem-
ic and academic curricula who received high, middle, and low ratings.

Since the papers written by nonaeademies were mixed with those writ-
ten In the former could get very few high ratings in any grade:
the competition was too formidable for nonverbal students. Their itn-
pro% ement is revealed more clearly by the percentage who received middle
ratings: from 34 percent in grade 10 to 63 percent in grade 12. Best of all is
w hat happened to the percentage who received low ratings. which declined
from 01 percent in grade 10 to 28 percent in grade 12. Hence, although
these non erbal students could not hope to become really good writers.
tew er than half as many in grade 12 wrote a paper that would really dis-
grace the school as in grade 10.

l he imprmement or the academics is best shown by the percentage who
received high ratings: from 22 percent in grade 10 to 53 percent in grade
12. Since so many moved into higher brackets, their percentage of middle
grades had to decline: from 65 percent in grade 10 to 42 percent in grade
12. .1 his does not mean that the middle group of academics declined in
%%iling ability. The three percents in each column have to add up to 100
percent. so it more than half finally achieve high r;.t ings. less than half can
remain in the middle group. Their percentage of low ratings declined from
13 percent to 5 percent for the same reason.
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How about dropout of the less able writ:rs as an explanation of the im-
provement shown in these percentages? The dropout rate in this school
was negligible. There were only 5 percent fewer students in grade 12 than
in grade 10far too small a difference to account for the massive shifts in
percentages across this table.

could grade 12 have simply been brighter than grade 10? This is a ques-
tion that the routine collection of standardized test scores year after year is
w ell equipped to answer. The answer was a decisive "No!" There had been
no significant difference in verbal ability in these two grade levels when
they entered this school. There was, of course, a substantial difference in
verbal ability between academics and nonacademics but not between one
grade and the next within each curriculum.

The bottom line of the table, labeled "Average." refers to the average
stanine scores of all students in each grade of the academic and
nonacademic curriculawith decimal points omitted. This omission is a
bit of strategy that at first seems dishonest but actually gives school hoard
members and the public a truer picture of the amount of improvement
from one grade to the next. Since stanine scores run only from 1 to 9. the
"actual" averages in this bottom line would run from 3.26 to 6.50not
front 32h to 650 as we have written them. We first reported the "actual"
averages. and the reaction of school hoard members and even teachers

ho ought to know betterwas shock and dismay. A typical comment
was. '61.00k at the difference between tht averages of 1 Ith and 12th grade
academies: 6.06 to 6.50. a difference of only .44 of a point, which is less
than the difference between B- and B. Is it worth all the time and eft'ort we
put into teaching composition in grade 12 to produce an average difkr-
ence of less than halt' a grade-point?"

What such critics do not realize is how sluggish the averages of large
groups of students must necessarily be on a scale that has only 9 points.
Given the t% ide range in ability within each grade. the uncertainty of the
trading. and the tendency of students to write some papers better than
others. would ou expect the average of any of these six large groups to he
less than 3? or more than 7? It' not, the maximum attainable diMrence in
such averages for large groups would run from 3 to 7. and this school came
prett.v close to it: front 3.26 to 6.50. The smallest difference (.44) between
lit h and 12th grade academics is natural and inevitable. As one approach-
es the top of am scale. differences are hound to get smaller. Already in
grade 11 the academies had received almost as many S's and 9's as English
teachers are willing to award. Hence grade 12 could not show much im-
provement because there was too little room left to detect further growth.

It then occurred to us that we need not call the lowest stanine 1 and the
highest stannic 1 hese are not entities like inches or pounds: they are di-
% idint; lines in distributions of cores: and we may call these dividing lines
anv think.; we like. provided the are successive numbers with equal inter.
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vials between them. Many test publishers call their dividing lines 30. 40. 50.
(). and 10; the College Board calls them 3(X). 400, 500. 600. and 7(X). In
this case. we decided to call the lowest stanine 1(X) and the highest 900.
'!'hen we could omit the decimal points with a clear conscience and save
much fruitless. uninformed argument.

These corrected averages reveal two points of interest. First, note that
the nonacademics finally reach an average of 455 in grade 12 while the
academics start with an average of 475 in grade 10. In spite of this large
difference in writing ability, note the relative aniount of growth in these
two groups: 129 points for the nonacademics. 175 for the academics. Be-
fore this little study. I asked the English teachers to guess how the im-
provement of the nonacademic% would compare with that of the academ-
ics. Most of them guessed that the nonacademic% would show no improve-
ment at all. and the most optimistic estimate was that they might possibly
show half as much improvement. That was far off the mark: they gained
5 as much as the academics. No one thereafter regarded the teaching of
writing to these groups as a hopeless task.

The effect of even this first attempt at staff grading of unidentified pa-
pers on the morale of these English teachers was remarkable. They had
been so beaten down by the complaints of colleagues and parents that they
IA ere almost ready to believe that no one learned anything about writing in
high school. But after these figures were published on the education page
of the local newspaper (surely an unusual outcome of any examination!)
they went about with their chests out and chins up. saying. "How long will
it be before the science or social studies teachers can show evidence of such
substantial growth toward any objective of comparable importance? We
didn't know whose paper we were grading. and there was no way to fake
the percentages. So if anyone still thinks that students learn nothing about
writing in high school, will he kindly explain how these shifts in percent-
ages could occur?"

I should add just this caution in regard to such :abler of percentages. I
once conducted such studies on the same day in several junior high schools
atone bet t er-than -a erage school district. and one school showed far high-
er gains from grade to grade than any other. Since I had visited classes in
these schools repeatedly and could not recall any difference in teaching
methods or skill that could iiccount for this finding. I had to look into their
methods of rating the papers. The school with the highest gains had en-
trusted the task of rating all the papers to its two oldest teachers who had
soled for many years as College Board readers. The other schools had in-
voked all their English t ca:31ers. even though they had done nothing to es-
tablish standards. and so their ratings were much less reliable. One can see

hv this would cut down the apparent gains from grade to grade it one
imagines the extreme ease in which all ratings were assigned by throwing
dike. 1 hen there would he no difference at all between the averages of
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grades ", 8, and 4. Thus any element of chance that enters into the ratings
w ill reduce the apparent gain from one year to the next. This is :mother
reason for trying to increase the reliability of essay grades and for learning
how to compute their reliability before comparing gains per year in differ
ent schools.

Reporting Results to Students

Although you mar agree that the procedure lust outlined is a feasible,
..onvincing way of measuring average improvement in writing from grade
to grade, you may wonder how it can give a true picture of the status and
progress of individual students, once it becomes a standard examination
procedure. it seems unfair to younger. vocational, and remAial students.
since the mixing of papers together without identification throws them
into competition with all other students in the same span of grades. So it
does, and for this reason we report two and occasionally three scores after
this sort of examination.

First. we report a standard score (of a sort to he explained later) that
slums each student where he stands as a writer in the total population of
the school. Nis is a very important figure because it is the oue that moves.
Since there is a great deal of natural and induced growth in writing ability
at this stage of development, an average writer should expect to stand in
he lowest third of his school (luring his first year, in the middle third dur-

ing his second, and in the highest third during his third. In the traditional
grading system, he would get a C in all three grades, and no one on earth
could tell hint how much. it' any, improvement that represented. Instead,
we use rat her large mini hers to show hint where he stands in the total
school population on each examination, and how he works his way up
through this population as he advances from grade to grade.

Second. we report another score showing each student where he stands
in the group with which he may most reasonably be compared, such as
tenth grade remedial vocational students or twelfth grade academic
honors students. Hence, CVO) it' a student stands in the total popula-
tion oft he school. his standing within his own group may be quite respect-
able. This is the score that corresponds most closely to the kinds of grades
that are usually given.

(hint. we may or ma, not report a grow th score show ing where a %W-
ilt:tit stands comparison with other students who started at or near the
same point. This is not done routinely.. however, because growth scores,
while bight% regarded. are the least reliable of all educational measures,
and there are w differences of opinion among teAmakers about how to
compute them for individuals. On the whole. I prefer to forget about cum-
parati e growth scores and content myselt with showing students how far
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they itak. att%;114.,,,ti in the school population on call stwassi%k, "amnia,

llow to do this will be e\plailled in a later section. I should mention
that it we eser figure llt how to get -criterionletCreneed" SCItreS on Wilt°
tug abilits, the comparison %II one student's growth with that of another
should Pre %Ott diffiettHes. present I see no way to do this, Inn so
tuati bright people are working on the problem that there may be a
breakthrough at an moment,

5 Personal vs Stall iiradIng

I ha\ e :11%%ayS taught %1 nig (among other things) and have always he
hoed that improvement in writing takes a greict deal of prak-iiee and guid-
ance. flenee I have nearly always required a paper a week from my stu-
dents. and in high school I always graded these papers myself'. The grad-
ing %%as the most difficult, timeeonsuming, and agoniiing part of the
w hole teaching process. I did not mind writing brief comments on the
good and bad parts of each paper. but deriding the grade was hard. Then.
siove I okays kept office hours after school, the rest of the week would he
tilled by arguments with students who thought their grade was too low.
sonic argued, some blustered. some begged, and some broke down and
cried. Sonic wets brought in their parents, who were usually convinced
that 1 was premdiced against their child for some irrelevant reason. If it
had not been for those grades, I would have found teaching a pleasant
occupation.

I hen he a lucky chance. I began teaching at the L'nbersity of Cnieago.
%% inch had an eyamining system somew hat like the one described above.
I here the opinion of the teacher had no effect whateYer on the grades of
Ins students. tirade- depended entirely on siY -hour comprehensive eNan:

tons t hat were giyen at the end of eYery quarter. Students could regis-
ter tor these 01anlinal ions %%Ilene\ er they to it :'.Id to take them, and lithe
grade first attained was below w hat their pride would accept, they could
repeal them at t he end of cad! quarter until they reached a grade that they
regarded ; satisfactory. OttOntrage such etroM to lathe le, we mode it
a rule that when a student repeated an CNallinlation. %% nit hocr grade was
higher would stand in the record.
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Although the students taking the writing examination were allowed
three hours in both the morning and afternoon sessions of the same day,
we tried to set topics that most students could complete to their satisfac-
tion in about two hours. We encouraged them to spend about halt' an hour
planning their paper, an hour writing it, and half an hour revising it Of
course, some students would write a complete paper during the rust hour,
tear it up, and then write another complete paper in the second hour, The
third hour was allowed mainly to keep anyone from reeling hurried and to
pros ide plenty of time for correction and revision,

These papers were identified only by code numbers and were handed
out in a random order to all members of the composition staff for grading,
.1 he morning papers were graded independently by two teachers and the
afternoon papers by two different teachers. Thus two samples of each stu.
dent's riting were judged independently by four diftilent teachers, se.
lected at random. Papers on which the two grades differed by more than
one full grade -point were referred to a small committee of the most experi
enced and trusted readers, who did not know what grades these papers
had received: they knew only that the grades differed. One member of this
committee would give each paper a third independent reading, and a clerk
would substitute this grade for whichever of the two previous grades was
farther from it. It' they were equally distant, he discarded the grade nearest
the mean, since combining or averaging grades pushes everybody toward
the middle, and we want to keep them spread out as far as possible. But it'
the first two grades were B and and the third was C. he discarded the
lowest grade to give the student the benefit of the doubt.

What was the effect on teaching? After all the years I had spent arguing
er grades w it h students, it was like coming out of a noisy tunnel into

clear sunlight. I still required a paper a week, but I refused to grade them.
What would he the point? The students knew us well as I that grades on
these practice papers would have no effect on the official grade, which de-
pended entirely on the examination. Hence what they valued more highly
than grades were tips on what they were doing well or badly. I did not
mind w riting these hits of advice or talking them over with students in con-
ferences on their writing. In thus dealing with about 24 practice papers
written as homework. I could do nearly everything that elementary teach
ers try to do w ith personal grades. I could encourage the faint-he:med.
:hallenge the overconfident. and praise everything a student had done
that was e'en a little above his usual standard. I believe very strongly that
noticing and praising whatever a student does well improves writing more
than any kind or amount of correction of w hat he does badly, and that it is
especially important for the less able writers who need all the encourage.
mem the can get. After noting four or rive things in their papers that I

found interesting and making only one modest suggestion for improve.
mem. I thanked my lucky stars that I did not have to put down a grade
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that would make a liar out of me, Just try writing several favorable com-
ments On a paper and then giving it a grade of 1), Which will the student
belies e? And how much faith will he have in your comments thereafter?
An elementary teacher might give the student an A or a B for trying hard.
but a college teacher can't do it if the writing is below the minimum that
other college teachers will accept, Hence. if we want to use -positive rein-
tOrcement" with the students w ho need it most we had better rely on corn-

ments and conferences anti lOrget about grades on the homework papers.
It they finally pass the examination even with a grade of 1)- or its numeri-
cal equivalent, we can congratulate them warmly. "You passed! How per.
reedy splendid! Keep on writing as well as you can, but now you can give
more attention to subjects in which vim excel."

1 honestly- believe that those who defend the practice of personal grading
as a holy cause are mistaken about its usual eftects. To hear them talk, the
teacher is a nearly perfect being who knows all, understands all, forgives
almost everything. and encourages everybody, But when I examine whole
tiles of pupil.% that have been marked and commented on by teachers,
many of them look as though they have been trampled on by cleated boots,
and they must have a shattering eftect on a icnsitive student. I once wrote
a whole paragraph on the sins against decency and tact that 1 had found in
such comments, and the result was that most of my Fnglish-teaehing
friends would not speak to me. What I find it hardest to forgive is misin-
terpreting w hat the student wrote and then blaming hint for something
that he plainly did not say.

Effects of Excessive Correction

I can indge one of the main effects of personal grading by the attitudes
of students who land in my remedial course in college, They hate and fear
writing more than anything else they have had to do in school. It' they see a
blank sheet of paper on w Rich they are expected to write something, they
look as though they want to scream. Apparently they have never written
anything that anyone thought was good. At least. no one ever ink/ them
that anything in their writing was good. All their teachers looked for were
mistakes. and there are so many kinds of mistakes in writing that their
students despair of ever learning to avoid them.

I he attitude toward writing that these sttalents have developed is well
illustrated by a story told b the Russian writer Chekhov about a kitten
that as given to his uncle. The uncle wanted to make the kitten a cham-
pion killer of mice, so while it was still very young, he showed it a live
mouse in a cage. Since the kitten's hunting instinct had not yet developed,
rt cyammed the mouse curiously but without any hostility. The uncle
wanted to teach it that such fraternizing with the enemy was wrong. so he
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slapped the kitten, scolded it. and sent it away in disgrace. The next day
the Sallie mouse was shown to the kitten again, This time the kitten re-
garded it rather fearfully but without any aggressive intent. Again the
uncle slapped it, scolded it. and sent it away. This treatment went on day
after day. After some time, as soon as the kitten saw or smelled that
mouse, it screamed and tried to climb up the walls. At that point the uncle
lost patience and gave the kitten away. saying that it was stupid and would
noel. learn. 01 course the kitten had learned perfectly, and had learned
exactly what it had been taught, but unfortunately not what the uncle in-
tended to teach. "I can sympathize with that kitten," says Chekhov, "be-
cause that same uncle tried to teach me Latin."

it es eryt ming written by our less gifted writers gets slapped down for its
mistakes, and if this treatment continues year after. year, can we expect
that their attitude toward writing will differ from the attitude of the kitten
toward that mouse? I saw the result year after year in'my remedial classes.
It' I asked them to write anything, they reacted as though I had asked them
to walk a tightrope sixty feet above the ground with no net to catch them if
they tell. It took some time to build up their confidence, to convince them
that writing is as simple and natural as talking, and that no reader would
mind a te mistakes it he got interested in what was being s men about.
For sonic time I never commented adversely on anything they wrote but
expressed appreciation of anything I found interesting, no matter how
badly it was expressed. After students gained confidence I continued to ex-
press appreciation but offered one suggestion for improvement at the end
of each paper. if poor writers learn one thing about writing per paper, that
is far Alm e the as wage.

Allow me to insert two hits of advice about revision. Like most English
teachers. 1 believe that rewriting an unsatisfactory paper teaches one as
much about writing as writing a new paper. but most students hate it.
'Hwy ought to get some sort of reward. The most effective reward I have
lotted is to distribute a list of topics that I expect to assign during a
quarter or semester, with certain topics starred. Then I tell my classes. "I
shall expect all of you to w rite papers on the starred topics because they
take up different types of writing. different rhetorical principles. and the
like. Rut on all the other topics you have a choice. You may write either a
new paper on that topic or rewrite a paper on an earlier topic it you were
not satisfied with it and have since thought of a better way to treat that
topic. It you choose to rewrite. I shall want to see both the original and the
rewritten Orsiotts...

N1 second bit of advice is to duplicate copies of one paper on each as-
signment with wide spares between lines and ample margins. Students
studs these papers as homework. grlde them, and insert corrections and
comments, including laudatory comments on anything they think was well
dime. in class the next day. we go through the paper paragraph by para.
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graph. commenting on everything that was good or had about it, and sug-
gesting impriweinents. I have found this practice far superior to "buddy
editing" in which pairs of students exchange papers and try to improve
them. When only one other student sees a paper, he can usually rind only
three or four things wrong with it: but when the whole class gets copies of
the same paper and has time to mark it up with corrections and sugges-
tions before it is discussed, one student or another will notice everything
that the teacher notices. This is the only situation in which I allow a paper
to he ripped to shreds. I either ask the writer's permission to exhibit his
writing (without identification) or, preferably. use a paper from a previous
class. When students do the tipping, they enjoy it and probably learn more
about revision than from rewriting one of their own papers. since their
author's pride is not involved.

Whenever I suggest this practice, some teachers say, "I do the same
thing. only I use a prolector." I'm sorry. but that is not the same thing.
Students cannot take the projection home to edit before the discussion:
one cannot project the whole paper at once: and half the time the projec-
tion is unreadable. For this task, duplicated copies of the whole paper are
indispensable.

In this section I have talked about the effects of bias in grading test
essays and how to eliminate it. In so doing I have had to counter the argu-
ments of teachers w ho believe that it is almost immoral to grade any paper
without full knowledge of the studenthis ability, background. and cir-
cumstancesso that one can adjust the grade to reasonable expectations.
S11:11 teachers think of grades as tokens of praise or blame, and that view
may he all right up to the end of grade fi; at any rate, it is almost universal-
ly held by eYeryone connected with elementary schools. Above that point.
however, both students and teachers conic to look upon the results of im-
portant examinations as infix ration information that is valuable only to
the estent that it is true. I have argued that praise and blame enter later
the poor writer ho passes. the average writer who gets a C', and the bril-
liant w titer et ho gets an A are equally entitled to congratulations. I have
also argued that impersonal grading of unidentified papers by all mem-
bers of a composition staff brings about better relations between students
and teachers than the personal grading of elementary schools. In the staff
grading system. the teacher is the student's friend and guide, never his
taskmaster and judge. lie would be delighted if every one of his students
made .A's. but he can't just give them A's: they have to earn their marks by
the impression their writing makes on all other members of the depart-
ment. At the lower end of the scale, if one of his students fails, or makes a
lower mark than his pride sill accept. the teacher feels it just as keenly as
the student and does everything he can to help the student earn a sat istac-
tor\ grade when he repeats the examination.

'that possibility of repeating the examination if the grade first attained
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is unsatisfactory, with the understanding that whichever grade is higher
w ill stand in the record. does more than anything else to take the curse off
the system. In secondary schools we have to oiler a make-up examination
in any case for students who were absent. If it is scheduled a week or so
after the regular examination, and if students who were disappointed in
their grades are allowed to take it. it will have the effect of reducing fear of
the examination and offering a second chance to students who had an "off
day.

Standard Scores for Test Essays

In staff grading of test essays. each reader gets a large random sample
of papers from a large. heterogeneous student population in which it is
reasonable to assume that writing ability is normally distributed. This
means that each reader should expect to find small numbers of very good
and very poor papers. larger numbers of good and poor. and a still larger
number of a..erage papers. As the number of papers graded by perfect
judges approaches infinity, the distribution of their grades will come closer
and closer to the "normal curve" that is crudely represented in the
following diagram.

Average Paper in
Each Interval

% in Each Interval

Standard deviation 2 1 Mean +1 2
Percent ile 2 16 50 84 98
Standard score 10 20 30 40 50
Range of scores 1 14 15-24 25.34 35.44 45.59
Letter grade C 13 A
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In this diagram the distance from left to right represents the quality of
the papersfrom very poor to excellentand the height of the curve
above the base line represents the proportion of papers that we should ex-
pect to rind at any given point on the scale of quality.

Of course, in testing any limited number of students, such as a thou-
sand. there will he departures from this curve tir two reasons: this sample
may happen to include more students than usual at some points on this
wale. or our imperfect measures may yield more scores at some points
than would he found by perfect measures of the same characteristics.
Since judging essays is a chancy business at best, the latter cause is more
likely to affect the distribution of gr:ides than the tbrmer. Hence, if we oh-
serve the proportions predicted by tne normal curve in grading large num-
bers of test essays. we are likely to come closer to the truth than it' we rely
entirely on intuitive judgments.

The diagram of the normal curve has been divided into five intervals
corresponding to letter grades of E. D. C. 13, and A. The proportions of
test essays in these intervals are 5. 20, 50. 20. and 5 percent. These differ
from the proportions traditionally expected but seldom achieved in the
United States-10, 20, 40. 20, and 10 percent hut they are common in
New Zealand. I have come to accept the smaller proportions of top and
bottom grades and larger proportion of middle grades for three reasons.

First. in staff grading of test essays. I have found teachers extremely re-
luctant to give as many as 10 percent of the papers either top or bottom
grades. but they willingly settle for zi percent. In spite of directions to the
contrary, their middle grades always come closer to 50 percent than to 40
percent.

Second. differences in the quality of papers near the middle of the dis-
tribution are hardly perceptible. The closer to the mean one sets bound-
aries for the grade of C. the more differences one finds between the grades
of pairs of readers. Teachers grade more confidently. cheerfully. and re-
liably if one sets these boundaries around the middle half of the papers.
Then they w ant to indicate differences between papers that they regard as
high (' or low C. commonly expressed as C-+- and C-. It is advantageous to
have such distinctions in this large middle group. but they can be indi-
cated more precisely by the numerical scores below the diagram. which
will presently- he explained.

Third. the proportions for the five grades that I now favor have a unique
adv ant age: overage papers in each of these intervals lie almost exactly one
"standard des iation apart. More precisely. the middle paper in the B and
I) internals 1.07 standard deviations from the mean: the middle paper
ill the A and 1 intervals lies 2.06 standard deviations from the mean. The
middle . of course. stands exactly at the mean. These very slight depar-
kres tmm exact standard deviations could never he detected by even a
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skilled reader. and they would tuner make a difference in our judgment of
a student or in his placement and prospects in school. It is impossible to
come closer to exact standard deviations than this without resorting to
proportions that teachers would be unable to remember or compute. But
nothing could he simpler than first sorting the papers into three pilestop
quarter. middle half, and bottom quarter; then, on a second reading. pick-
ing out a fifth of the top papers tier a grade of A. and a fifth of the bottom
papers for a grade of E. or the numerical equivalents of these grades.

Teachers who know some statistics often tell me that I should set the
boundaries of the (' interval half a standard deviation above and below the
mean along the base line, and those beyond the B and D intervals 1.5 stan-
dard deviations from the mean. Knowing how teachers grade papers. I am
more anxious to have the middle paper in each interval anchored to the
standard deviation tnan to have the boundaries set at mid-points between
standard deviations. In the divisions I have chosen, the average distance
from the mean of all papers in the B and D intervals is one standard devia-
tion; of all papers in the A and F intervals, two standard deviations.

1;4' Standard Deviation

Now it is time to explain what the standard deviation is and why it is
useful. It is an average of the distances (deviations) of all scores or ratings
from the mean, but a special kind of average. In the usual kind of average,
you would add all the distances from the mean, disregarding whether they
were plus or minus, and divide by the number of distances to get the aver-
age distance. But in this special kind of ay rage, you first square each dis-
tance from the mean, add all these squares, divide by the number of
squares to get the average mitiared distance front the mean, and then take
the square root. At first you may think that this gets you.right hack to the
a% crage distance from the mean, but it does not. It gives greater weight to
scores or ratings that are farther from the mean. Hence it yields a Lumber
that is larger than the average distance from the mean, and this number is
called the standard deviation.

This computation takes a lot of time. and for most purposes it is unnec-
essim. A %LT% close approximation of the standard deviation of scores on
objectke tests (assuming that all are positive numbers) is given by the
formula:

Stan'ard deviation 1 titsum of high lift h of scores minus sum of low fifth)
Number of students

.1 his computation is easier than finding the average scorethe mean--be-
eau ,e volt do not even need to add all the scores; only the top and bottom
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fifth (rounded to the nearest whole number). You subtract the low fitth
from the high fifth. multiply. by LS. and divide by the number of students
to get the standard deviation. In a comparison of several short-cut formu-
las for the standard deviation Uminial qtEthlealiWitli Measurement. Win-
ter 14-1). this one proved most accurate.

You have already seen another way to approximate the standard devia-
tion in the case of grading essays. If large numbers of test essays are sorted
int6 rive piles in order of merit in the proportions of 5. 20. 50. 20. and 5
percent. the average distance from the mean of the B and I. piles will be
one standard deviation: of the A and E piles. two standard deviations.
Hence you may say that the middle papers in these piles lie one standard
deviation apart.

Translating These Letter Grades into Numbers

Since the grades on test essays will have to be added, averaged. com-
bined with objective test scores. and subjected to other computations in
w hat follows. it is necessary at some point tc translate them into numbers.
When schools and colleges compute grade-point averages, they most often
use numbers from O (H to 4 (A). with tenths representing positions be-
tween and beyond these whole numbers. used to prefer numbers from 1
IF) to 5 (A). also with tenths. for two reasons. First, it is unnecessarily
insulting to awar0 a student a grade of 0. Second. when large numbers of
students are tested. a ICW of their scores will extend as far as three stan-
dard deviations above and below the mean. but only three students in a

thousand will score above or below three standard deviations if the distri-
bution is normal. It is possible to indicate these extremes by .1 for the low-
est score and 5.4 tier the highest it' you use numbers from I to 5. but there-
is no w a% to indicate positions lower than two standard deviations below
the mean it vou use 0 to 4. Incidentally. O is a handy symbol for "no data '':
the student w as absent. w as too ill to do himself justice, misunderstood the
question so badly that his paper could not fairly be compared with the
others. or was suspected of cheating. Such ieros should not be averaged
w ath other grades; they should be omitted until the student takes the
make-up examination. which will supply the missing grade.

After using the scale of I to 5 (with tenths) for several years. I found that
many teachers were having trouble with decimal points in complex com-
putations and regarded them as a nuisance. Students and their parents
also regarded tenths as trifling amounts and complained bitterly if they
missed a higher grade by what they called "tme lousy tenth of a point.'' It
did not ;liter the trne situation in any way. but it made computations easier
and eenone happier to :all the midpoints of the five intervals It). 2010,
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40. and 50 from low to high. We are free to call them whatever we like: many
publishers call them 30,40, 50, 60, and 70. The second digit is understood
to refer to tenths of the standard deviation. The range of scores equivalent
to each letter grade is then 1-14 for E. 15-24 for D, 25.34 for C, 35-44 tbr
B. and 45.59 for A, as shown below the diagram. Ranges for A and F are
slightly extended to get out to three standard deviations above and below
the mean, but very few students will ever he found at these extremes.

Since there are now ten points between the midpoints of grade intervals,
teachers soon begin using these points to indicate their judgments of test
essays more precisely. For example, if a paper is just a shade above a
straight C. they may give it a 32; if it is almost on the borderline between C
and B. they may give it a 34. 1 have not found it necessary to set quotas for
the number of papers that may be placed at these intermediate points,
since repeated combinations with grades of other readers, grades on other
test essays, and scores on objective tests bring the final distribution of
standard scores close enough to the normal curve for practical purposes.
In any case, the second digit does not mean very much, since the stan-
dard error" of such ratings (with the reliabilities usually attained) is
roughly 5 points on this scale. This means that if the same essays were
graded repeatedly in exactly the same way, and we kept averaging the rat-
ings until we were sure what the true rat was, about two-thirds of these
ratings would lie within 5 points of the true rating, but 5 percent of them
would be more than 10 points off. Hence all that the second digit can tell
usafter all the combining that an examination permitsis whether the
tinal score is closer to B than C, closer to C than B. and so on for the other
intervals.

Some teachers speak with scorn of "grading on a curve." but they are
thinking of single classes of twenty to thirty students, graded by their own
teachers. Everyone knows that some classes of this sort are brighter, better
prepared, and more highly motivated than other classes. Perhaps 50 per-
cent of such students ought to get A's. 40 percent B's. and 10 percent C's.
In the staff grading situation, in which we are typically dealing with some-
thing like 1.(XX) students, graded by eight different teachers, those are
probably the grades that the best classes will get, since their papers will he
compared with those from nuich less gifted and industrious classes. With
a number as large as 1.(1(X)usuidly the total population of a school, or of
three gradesit is reasonable to assume a normal distribution of writing
ability. and grades may be distributed in accordance with that assump-
tion. But if all the best writers have been placed in one class of thirty stu-
dents. and their papers are mixed in with the other 970 and graded with-
out identification. nearly all of them should get either A's or B's. barring
errors of ludgment and most of these should be caught by the machinery
of double grading and review of discrepant grades. as previously ex-
plained.
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In a larger perspective. sophisticated the of the normal curve is the best
guide I know to the proportions of the various grades that different classes
should he expected to achieve. Although there are complications that are
too technical to explain, and professional judgment may modify the result,
the general idea may he conveyed by the following example. It is well
knim n to testmakers that the best predictor of general verbal ability is
usually a standardised test of reading comprehension plus vocabulary.
taken routinely by all students in most schools. Suppose the distribution of
scores on this test in your school looks like this:

Reading + Vocabulary Scores of All Students in This Grade

Lowest 5% Next 20% Middle 50% Next 20% Highest 5%
(1,] (C) (B) (A)

0.13 14.24 25-36 37-47 48-60

What percent of your students stood within these ranges of scores?
0% 10% 50% 25% 15%

It your students are indeed as superior to the general run of students in
their grade as these reading and vocabulary scores indicate, and if they
work up to their ability, thenon tests that are closely related to verbal
abilityno one should be expected to fail, only 10'11, should be expected to
get 1)'s, 25":. B's. and l5 ";) A's. Such figures, of course. should he
taken as only a rough guide to what you should expect, since no short stan-
dardiik.1 test fOr a small number of students is a good enough predictor to
trust very far. Still. it you gave 25 percent of these students failing grades,
your principal would be justified in raising questions.

Professor Edward Gordon of Yale tells about an examination he once
conducted for the College Board. He explained and illustrated the scale of
ti%e points that was to he used and had the readers practice using it by grad-
ing copies of a set of sample papers.

When the actual grading began. he noticed that one military-looking gen-
tlemanan instructor front West Pointwas obviously not using the scale.
His grades were all two-digit numbers: 53. 71. ti3. and so on.

"How do vou get these numbers?" asked Dr. Gordon.
"Well. Dr. Gordon." replied the military gentleman. "I'm too old a dog to

learn new tricks like that new- tangled scale you wanted us to use. So I just
went hack to ni usual way of grading papers. knowing that you're smart
enough to translate ni grades into any scale you please. I just count the
number of mistakes and subtract that number from 100 percent."

"But w hat do vou call a mistake?" asked Dr. Gordon.
1 he man's astonishment was olnious. "Why surely. Dr. Gordon. you

know what a tnotake is'" .00
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Setting Grade-Lines in Accordance with Teachers' Predictions

Although standard scores for test essays are nothing more than a trans-
lation of letter grades into numerical equivalents, there may he no imme-
diate prospect of getting your school or department to adopt them. Let us
see. then. how to get nearly the same results with letter grades. using as
predictors the pooled judgment of several teachers as to the number of stu-
dents in each of their classes who arc likely to make each grade on the
examination. Suppose their predictions turn out as tbllows:

Class E D C B A Total
__..... ___

1 0 0 8 10 7 25
2 0 1 7 9 8 25
3 0 1 10 9 5 25
4 1 2 10 7 5 25

5 2 4 11 6 2 25
6 2 5 10 5 3 25
7 3 9 12 1 0 25
8 2 8 12 3 0 25

Totals 10 30 80 50 30 200

Percent 5 15 40 25 15 100

'these totals and percents are neater than one 'would find in actual pre-
dictions. They are intended only to illustrate the point that there is nothing

rong about asking teachers to aim at a distribution of grades in which
there are far more A's and B's than D's and F.'s it'. in their judgment. the
students taking this examination are brighter and better prepared than
the general run of students in their school. Such deviations from the nor-
mal cline are often recommended by directors of testing.

As these teachers grade the test essays. they should expect to place
ahma 15 percent of the papers they receive in their A pile. about 25 percent
in t heir 13 pile. and so on. If they deviate from these predictions more than
5 percent, they should expect some heated arguments from their col-
leagues before the grades are turned in. For example. if one teacher fails
15 percent of the papers he grades. he should be prepared to explain why.
because the others think that not more than 5 percent of this group should
tail. These predictions are based on a great deal of prior experience with
these students and should not be disregarded. On the other hand. predic-
tions should not be followed slavishly because, in a group as small as 200,
most of the papers th .1 deserve failing grades might fall into the hands of
one reader. If the second reader of these papers agreed. then readers of the
other papers should rind less than the predicted 5 percent of failures.

Without such guidelines, there is no way to tell whether the grades
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turned in by the readers are in line with reasonable expectations. With
them, each reader will know when he is-straying very far from the stan-
dards and expectations of his colleagues, and this may cause him to recon-
sider some of the grades he has assigned. If he still thinks they are correct,
he w ill probably formulate his reasons carefully, because he knows that
they will be challenged. When teachers formulate reasons carefully tier the
sake of ta) explaining grades that are out of line and tb) combatting argu-
ments with colleagues, such teachers are also gradually bringing about
closer agreement on grading standards. Such agreement reduces the un-
fairness to students that often results from insufficient thought and care in
grading. Over a period of time, it also makes all members of a department
more %iv idly aware of what they are trying to teach.

Remember that the predictions indicated only how many students were
likely to make each grade, not which students. Consequently. even if the
tinal distribution comes out exactly as predicted. there will he many sur-
prises w hen the teachers find out which students received these grades.
Sonic that they thought were sure to get A's will get B's, and some that
they thought would fail will pass.

Although these surprises cause some dismay and argument before the
grades are recorded. it is unfair to change the grades of particular stu-
dentsonce their identities are knownsimply because their teacher
thinks they deserve a higher or lower grade. Such changes would reinstate
all the forces of bias. prejudice. favoritism, and idiosyncratic judgments
that the staff grading procedure was designed to avoid. They add an un-
know n allow ance for hard work, compliance with requirements, attention
in class, sympathy with the student's misfortunes. etc. to the original
meaning: a simple measure of competence in English. Such changes also
cause tit.' staff an endless amount of trouble. It is almost impossible to
keep it a secret that some grades were changed at the insistence of a teach-
e. Then. as soon as Carlos learns that Emile's grade has been changed, he
comes to his teacher with tears in his eyes and begs him to insist that his
paper he reconsidered also. Soon almost all students except those who

ere agr:eably surprised by their grades will besiege their teachers with re-
quests to have their papers reviewed. Unless all the teachers hold the posi-
tion that the only w ay to change a grade is to take the make-up examina-
tion. they will probably revert to personal grading the following year.

1." en though they do hold the line, it often happens that teachers feel
some injustice was done to their students. They may win support for
%%eii4liting teacher evaluations in the tinal grade decision. The weight most
often adopted is half for the course grade. determined by each teacher,
and half for the examination grade. determined by the staff grading !mice.
(lure plus scores on the objective sections. Incidentally. if the staff wishes
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to have the course grade count as much as the examination, it is wise to in-
sist that course grades be turned in betre examination grades are report-
ed. Many teachers are so uncertain about their judgments that it' they
think a student should get a 13 but the examination says C, they change
their minds and put down a C. I recall two colleges, one of which secured
course grades in freshman composition bethre the final examination, the
other after the examination grades were reported to teachers. In the tr-
iller, the correlation between the two grades was usually about .b0; in the
latter, about AO.

Computing the Reliability
of Essay Grades

it) find out whether the reliability of grades on test essays in your de-
partment stands in need of improvement, and whether the procedures I
have recommended or any other procedures bring about improvement,
you need a w ay of computing reliability that is easy to understand and
takes very little time. English teachers are often allergic to computation
and ha% c neither time nor interest enough to learn the complex method of
computing reliability that is explained in hooks of statistics.

Fortunately there is a quick and easy way to do it that I call "top-quar-
ter tetrachorics.- It applies to any set of papers that has been graded in-
dependently by two readers. For this purpose both must indicate which
papers they would place in the top quarter in general merit. This must be
precisel% the top quarter, rounded to the nearest whole number. For exam-
ple. if there are 215 papers. both readers must indicate which 54 papers
he regard as the best. This causes no extra trouble because. in the grad-

ing procedure I have recommended, one starts by sorting the papers into
three piles: top quarter. middle half. aml bottom quarter. Since the papers
are usuall% identified only by. code numbers, the tirst reader arranges the
top quarter in numerical order and sends a list of their numbers to the per -
s in echo will compute the tetrachorie. When the second reader gets this
hatch of papers (rearranged in their original random order). he or she does
the same. The person in charge has a list of all 215 numbers in numerical
order. and puts a check after each number that the first reader put into
the up quarter. then a check after each number that the second reader
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put into the top quarter. .1 he person itt 01:111;4. C4111111% how many numbers
date 1%11 elleekS: that is lion 11htlly aper% placed 111 the top quartet.
by- both readers.

Let its suppose that twelltySiX nut hers appeared in both of their lists.
change the number to the percent of this group that both readers

placed in their top quarter, dblde 2n l 21S, the total number of students.
!lyre it is I 2 'tureen!. corresponding tin the t011owing table) to a tetraehirie
correlation of .5. This is an estimate of the amount of agtement between
Ills' two readers, yiIfieh is regarded as the reliability of fts rating, Since we
intend to use the sum or average of both ratings as the grade on each
lalr. that l'eliabilitY 11111st be "stepped up" hy the Spearmanlirown
Prophevy Formula: ttt ice the correlation tbetween the NM ratings) divided
by one plus that correlation. That brings the reliability of this set of essay
grades up to At", as shown below 12'1, in the third line of this table:

Pereent in top quarter of both
06% 07% 0844 013% 10% 110,1) 1% 13% 14% 15% 111% 17% 18% 19% 20%

Tetraehorie vorrelation
.00 .07 .17 .20 .34 .42 ,50 I .57 .04 .70 .75 .80 .85 .89 .92

IMiabilit y atsuto or average
.00 .13 .29 .41 .51 .59 .67 1,73 .78 .82 .86 .89 .92 .94 .90

The Standard but more di trivial way of computing correlations between
t%%o sets Or VSSit grades or other measures is called -product-moment"
correlation. Roughly speaking. tel correlations meat; the same
thing as rOtttletUltMellt correlations, but they are less precise and more
subject to chance variation. In technical !oink. the standard error of a
tetrachori is approximately twice as large as that of a productmoment
correlation tor croups of the same site.

Still, tetraehorics are better than nothing. and it the are computed ou
tinel% in all essav testing operations bet%x veil pairs of readers, between
morning and afternoon essays. and the like---they will tell you whether the

of essay grade, in your department is improving. and whether it
has reached a loci that is mit:tot:tie for practical decisions in the ordinary
course ot school %%ork.

er the tears I ha% e come to accept a reliability of .MI) as adequate for
that purpose. especially %%hen the examination includes objective sections
that yield tar higher reliabilities than essays per unit of testing time. hut
the reliability ot the essay grades %U.` computed as an example on page 33
w as only That is tar from satistactory. but it is tYpical. Even utter
%%orking %%ith an Highs)] start for some time. I have rarely been able to
bilosi the at crage correlation between pa:1'S ot readers ;dime ,:+0. and other
examiners tell me 111;11 this is about w hat they get.
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Vortuttately thrte is another form of the SpearmanBrown Prophecy
Formula that tells how many times to increase the length of a testa num-
ber usually represented by kto attain any desired reliability.

k It hey reliability you want) times the reliability you got)
(the reliability you got) times (1-- the reliability you want)

Since we want .80 and got .07, this becomes:

80 t 1 .67) x .33 .2040k = = = = 2 (times longer)
.07 x .80) .67 x .20 .1340

True, the fraction does not exactly equal 2. but that is due to"rounding
error.- The .6" and .33 obviously represent two-thirds and one-third. If we
substituted Fractions For decimals. the numerator would be 4/5 x 1/3
4 15. The denominator would be 1.3 x 1- 5 2'15. Since 4/15 is exactly
twice as large as 2 15, our conclusion is sustained.

So we have to double the length ofour test in order to attain a reliability
of .80. What does this mean? In objective tests, exactly what it says: you
make up twice as many items of the same kind. But in the special ease of
essay tests, there are three possible interpretations. one of which is wrong.
another correct but nor feasible, and a third that is both feasible and more
informative. If we simply doubled the time allowed tier the essay but still
got only one grade on it from each reader, it would have little, if any, effect
on reliability. If we had each essay read by four instead of two readers, it
would indeed increase the reliability of grades on this particular essay to
.NO but it is hard enough to get two independent ratings of each essay, and
few schools could afford the time or expense of giving each essay four in-
dependent ratings. Besides. the result would not indicate how consistent
the students are in the quality of their writing from one topic to another, or
from one time to another. The most fruitful interpretation, therefore. is
"Do the same thing over again.- Have the students write a second essay on
a different topic. but one that requires the same mode of writing and is
equally familiar to all students, and have a different pair of readers rate
this essay independently.. In my experience, having students write two
short essays in the same session of an examination does not constitute two
genuinely independent samples of their writing. They rarely differ more
than the first and second pages of the same essay. There must be some
separation in time as well as in topic befire one can judge the average
quality. (Ira student's writing on different occasions. It has bee e experi-
ence of mane examiners in different colleges that the shortest 1, (ssible sep-
aration in time for this purpose is to have one essay written in the morning
and the other in the afternoon of the same day. and the examination
schedule of most colleges does not permit any longer separation in time
than this. That is why so many examining boards have adopted this policy
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it' they intend to attach any real weight to the essay grades. Of course, you
will find examinations that require just one short essay, but in such eases
the examiners rely on the objective sections to carry practically the whole
burden of Tenability.

if you have a director of testing, one procedure that I have recom
mended may worry hint when the time comes to compute tetraehoric cor-
relations. I said that whenever two grades on a test essay differ by more
than one full grade-point (or more than 10 points if you use standard
scores/. refer the paper to the most experienced reader who has not already
graded it for a third independent rating. A clerk will substitute this grade
for the previous grade Farthest from it (see page 20). Such revisions of dis-
crepant wades necessarily increase correlations above the level that your
director of testing expects when he correlates uncorrected grades, and he
may cry "Foul!" Remember that correlations tell you how closely two sets
of measures agree, and if you take all pairs of grades that disagree sharply
and substit me a third grade that is closer to one or another, you automati-
vally increase the correlation. But what else can you do? It would be stupid
to correlate just the original grades, because the grades you discard have
no effect on students' grades. What you want to compute is the reliability
of students' grades, and for that purpose you have to correlate the two
ratings that actually determine the grade. In any case. your director of
testing or statistical consultant has little cause for complaint. He is used to
getting correlations of .30 to .40 between sets of uncorrected grades. and
they make the reliability so low that the essay grades are practically
meaningless. If you discard about 10 percent of extremely aberrant grades
and substitute genuinely independent grades of a more experienced
reader. you will probably get tetraehorics in the neighborhood of .50. and
they bring the reliability of students' grades on one essay up to .67. Then,
as we have seen. all you have to do is to secure a second essay, graded in
the same w ay, to attain a reliability of .80.

The reliability of grading is one thing. however: it shows how closely
tour readers agree in judging the merits of two essays. What it leaves out is
the reliability of the vtudenty. to what extent do they tend to write as well
on one topic as or another. and on different occasions? I'he only way to
find out is to correlate the sum or average of their grades on the first essay
w it h the sum or average of their grades on the second. This is computed in
the same was as the reliability of the grading (as explained on page 33):
tind the percent who stood in the top quarter of final grades on both es-
says, look down to the corresponding tetraehoric. and below that to the re-
liabilits. In ms experience. it the average reliability of the grading is _80.
the stepped -up correlation between final grades on the two essays is likely
to he abou, "0. 'That is the over-all reliability of the essay part of the
examination. including both the variation in readers' judgments and the
%ariation in quality of writing from one topic to another.
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Although that final reliability of .70 is lower than I like, I do not know
any examiner who consistently does better than this in any sort of essay
examination that is administratively feasibleunless he adopts rules that
artificially constrain the grading. Of course, in essay tests designed to
measure information and understanding, as in history, one can do better,
but not much better in tests designed to measure writing ability. It' you
need a reliability of .90 or better to determine the outcome of a controlled
experiment, you will have to get eight or more test essays. Otherwise, that
final reliability of .70 on the essay part of the examination can he offset by
the higher reliability of the objective sections, as I shall now explain,

8 Computing the Reliability
of Objective Tests

The last section should lodge forever in your memory the bask meaning
of test reliability: the amount of agreement between two sets of indepen-
dent measures of the same characteristic, taken at about the same time.
You have more confidence in a test if you measure the same thing twice
and i.let approximately the same result both times.

It was easy to see how to do this in the case of essays: correlate two sets
of independent ratings of the same essays. or correlate grades on one essay
%% it h grades on another essay written by the same students.

But how do you do it in the case of objective tests: for example. a vo-
cabulary test of sixty items? There you have only one measurea single
score for each student. How do you know how close you would come to get-
ting the same scores for these students if you gave them another test of the
same kind? There is not enough time in ordinary school testing to admin-
ister mo comparable forms of every test.

Let me explain how prokssional tentmakers do it in constructing such a
%oeabulary test. not because you want to learn how to construct vocabulary
tests but because the laborious procedures they employ are the basis for
the quick and easy formula tier objective test reliability that I shall pres-
ently explain, and they will help yon understand what it means.

The %ocabulary testmaker usually wants to produce two comparable
torms so that you can use one before instruction and one after, or one in
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the regular examination and one in the make-up examination. Since he
knows that many of the items he writes will be discarded after tryout be-
cause they are too hard, too easy, have either two right answers or no right
answer. or have some other defect, he writes perhaps 2(X) items like the tiq-
lowing:

expfidt: A. go off with a loud noise C. run away and hide
B, make use of for one's own benefit D. throw away

Each tryout firm has 1(X) items of this sort, which nearly all students
can finish in 35 minutes or less. A good trick to remember in trying out a
new test is to arrange the Imms in each package in what testmakers call a
"spiral" order so that the first student in each tryout class will get Form A.
the next Form 13, and so on. Thus both forms are administered simulta-
neously in each tryout class, but each student takes only one form. If there
are as many as eight tryout classes (and there are usually more than this),
one can be pretty sure that the average ability of students taking Form A is
equal to the average ability of students taking Form B. since a random
halt' of the students in each class took each term. That would not be the
case it' four classes took Form A and another four Form B.

From the results of the tryout, the tentmaker discards items that are too
hard. too easy. or deketive and arranges the rest in order of difficulty.
From this arrangement he selects items 1. 3. 5, 7. 9. etc. for Final Form A:
items 2. -1. t, 8, 10. etc. for Final Form B. They will probably not be ar-
ranged in order of difficulty in the published forms, because then students
tend to give up as soon as the items get bard, but if they keep finding easy
items interspersed with harder ones, they are more likely to finish the test.
Hence the selected items are often rearranged in the alphabetical order of
the words to he defined. Let us suppose that there are sixty items in each
Final Form. and one can be reasonably confident that they are equal in
difficulty.. The test maker also tries to make the two forms equal in dis-
criminating power by using a figure called "hiserial r" that is routinely
computed for each item. It would take too long for present purposes to ex-
plain precisely what this means. but in general it answers the question: to
chat extent did high-scoring students on the total test do better on this
particular item than low-scoring students?

The final step is to get as many teachers as possible in different schools
to give both Final Forms to the same classes on successive days. Then the
test maker can compute the correlation between scores on the two Final
Forms. since the same students took both. He does not ''step up" this Cor-
relation by the Spearman-Brown formula because he does not expect any
teacher thereafter to give both forms to the same students in one examina-
tion. The correlation between scores on Forms A and B is itself the relia-
bility of either form. This is called "parallel form reliability," and it is the
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most highly esteemed. especially it' the testmaker reports a range of relia-
bilities for groups of class size. It clearly confbrms to the definition of tt.st
reliability: the amount of agreement between two independent measures
of the same characteristic, taken at about the same time.

Since teachers do not have time to apply this procedure to their own
tests, but still ought to have some easier way to compute their reliability, it
first occurred to someone that. if you have only one form. you can break it
up into something like parallel tOrms by getting one score on odd-number-
ed items and another wore on even-numbered items. The correlation be-
tween scores on these random halves is the reliability of the half-test and
has to be "stepped up" by the Spearman-Brown formula to get the relia-
bility of the whole test. This is called half" or "odd-even" reliability,
and it is still widely used. It should not he used with speeded tests because
students get the same score-0on all items that they do not reach, and
this spuriously increases the correlation between odd-even halves.

Next. hurter and Richardson devised a long series of 1.01111111ati that
yielded almost the same results as the split-halfmethod. Their Formula 20
is most often used today by large testing organizations like ETS to deter-
mine the reliability of their objective tests. The only trouble with it is that
you have to know how many students answered each item correctly. and
unless you have data-processing equipment, that takes more time than
teachers can afford.

RELIABILITY

In his lliewraphia Litraria (Everyman Edition. p. 3h). Coleridge pays this
tribute to his friend. the poet and essayist Robert Southey:

*No less punctual in trines. than steadfast in the performance of highest
duties. he inflicts none of those small pains and discomforts v.hich irregular
men scatter about them, and which in the aggregate so often become frmi-
dable obstacles both to happiness and utility: while on the contrary he be-
stows all the pleasures and inspires all that ease of mind on those around
him or connected with him. which perfect consistency: and (if such a word
might he framed) absolute reliability. equally in small as in great concerns,
cannot bin inspire and bestow; when this too is softened without being
weakened by kindness anti gentleness."

According to the attnrcl English Dietientary. this is the first recorded use
of the term n41(1141'11. Wilt)). even though it is regularly formed from reliable
which goes much farther back (15n9). The sense in which it is used
by Coleridge. where it stands for consistency and stability. is nut too far re.
moed trout the sense in which it is applied to test scores.

I-he mind-boggling sentence in which it appears is typical of Coleridge.
What he means is. "You can always count on Southey. He's reliable.-
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Their Formula 21. however. is made to order tin. teachers. It takes only a
few minutes to compute after you know the mean and standard deviation,
which you ought to compute anyway for the purposes discussed earlier. If
you have tOgotten the short-cut formula for the standard deviation, it is
given on page 26.

Here is a slightly. simplified version of the Kuder-Richardson Formula
21, w Inch yields a close approximation of the reliability of objective tests in
which all items have equal weight: that is, each correct answer gets one
point and each incorrect or omitted item gets 0. It must be applied only to
raw scores on such tests, not to standard scores, percentiles, or numbers
corresponding to letter grades.

Reliability = ONE minus MEAN times (number of items minus the MEAN)
Number of items times standard deviation squared

It' you prefer symbols to formulas written out in words, it. is:

M (n -MI in whichr XX = 1
ns2

rxx = reliability
M = MEAN
n = number of items (NOT number of students)

s-.) = standard deviation squared

Suppose that, on the vocabulary test of sixty items, the MEAN is 40 and the
standard deviation 10. This becomes:

rXX = 1
60 x 102

- 1 40 x 20

60 x 100

= 1 800-
6,000

40 (60-40)

-.133

= .867 (rounded to .871
The most common mistake in applying this tOrmula to our own tests is

to get so involved in manipulating the rather large numbers in the fraction
that you forget to subtract the resulting decimal from ONE. What should
alert you to the mistake is that the traction usually turns out to be a rela-
tn el% small number. like the .133 above. If that were the reliability. it
would be terrible. but it is not: it is the error, the random variation, the
t'N reliability. The reliability is ONE minus this decimal. which is .87.

Although this reliability is quite high for an objective test that most stu-
dents will finish in 20 minutes or less. one must not expect other objective
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sections that are often included in English language arts examinations
reading comprehension. listening comprehension. and ability to detect er-
rors in sentencesto do as well. Vocabulary is nearly always the most re-
liable objective section of any verbal test for two reasons; the items go so
fast that one can get in a large number in minimal time, and they yield a
large standard deviation. since people vary a great deal in the range and
precision of their knowledge of words. One has to allow about one minute
per item for reading and listening comprehension. and since there is rarely
more than 30 minutes available for these tests, their reliability is likely to
be in the sixties. Usage items (ability to detect errors in sentences) take
about half a minute apiece; hence you can include forty in a 20-minute
test. and its reliability is likely to be about .70.

The average reliability of these four objective testsreading and listen-
int; comprehension, vocabulary and usagemay well he no higher than
.1). Is that the reliability of the total objective part ot' the examination? By
no means. The reliability of the total has to answer the question: if you
gave comparable forms of these four tests to the same students tomorrow,
how close would their 101a1 AMYL'S come to the total SeflreS they got today?
Therefore you must add together their raw scores on these four tests, rind
the mean and standard deviation of these total seortN, and then apply the
kader-Richardson Forntla Do not try to give extra weight to items
that take longer and seem more important. or you can't use Formula 21.
Anyway. the total number of correct answers in all four tests is an ade-
quate basis for computing the reliability ot' the objective part or the exam-
ination. In the time usually available for the objective sections one can get
in at least 1h0 items, and it is virtually impossible to attain a reliability
lower than .90 for total scores on 160 objective items that are as highly cor-
related as these are likely to he.

In the last section (page 35) we concluded regretfully that the overall re-
liability of the essay part of the examination was unlikely to exceed .70,
but it would be offset by the higher reliability of the objective Part. Let us
assume now that th" reliability of these two parts turned out to he .70 and
.0 respectively. Flow do we combine these to get the reliability of final
grades on the examination as a whole. assuming that the essay and objec-
the sections are to have equal weight? The chit!I statistician at ES de-
\ iset1 a formula for it. but it turned out that a simple arithmetical average
of the two reliabilities "stepped up" by the Spearman-Brown formula gave
the ame result. the average of .70 and A) is .M0. Twice this correlation
dieided by one plus this correlation is I.N) over 1.M0, or lh 1M, or M '9. or
.89. This is a conservative estimate of the reliability of final grades on the
examination as a whole, and it is eminently satisfactory.

It is almost a pity that teachers usually insist on adding a course grade:
their personal estimate of the amount and quality of work done during the
course. I here is no way know n to mathematics to estimate the reliability of
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that. Still, in the imprecise held of education a mathematically rigorous
system of measurement may need a bit of looseness somewhere to make it
comfortable to live with. and the course grade determined by each teacher
may do just that,

Design for an Examination
in English Language Arts

In the section on the reliability of essay grades, especially on pages
34-35, it was shown that, if you want to give real weight to the essays, you
must secure two test essays from each student with some separation in
time as well as in topic, and the least possible separation in time is to have
one test essay written in the morning and the other in the afternoon of the
same day. Many colleges have found that the only feasible way to get two
essays p,r day in fields that use essay examinations is to schedule an exam-
ination period of one week at the end of each quarter or semester, In this
week, one day is assigned to each field in which the examination requires a
good deal of writing and half a day to fields in which the examination con-
sists of objective or short-answer questions, like science and mathematics.
Monday may be reserved for all courses in English language and litera-
ture. Tuesday tier all courses in foreign languages and literature, Wednes-
day tr history and social science. Thursday for mathematics and natural
sciences. Friday for the tine and practical arts, and Saturday for voca-
tional courses. There is usually a week following the examination period in
which most students are on vacation. but make-up examinations are
scheduled in the same order tier the kw who were absent or who want to
improve their grade. Only by special permission are students allowed to
take two courses in fields tested on the same day or half-day. They must
take the make-up examination in one of these fields with the understand-
ing that they waive the privilege of repeating that examination until the
next time it is offcredat the end of the next quarter or semester.

A comprehensive examination in English language arts might be ar-
ranged as Wows:

A. First objective section: maximum time, one hour
Reading comprehension, 30 items, 3() minutes

oeatmlary, (10 items, 20 minutes
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B. First essay: maximum time, two hours (hut most students finish
and leave examination room in 90 minutes or less)
LUNCH

('. Second objective section: maximum time, one hour
Listening comprehension, 30 items, 30 minutes
English usage, 40 items, 20 minutes

D. Second essay: maximum time, two hours (hut again most students
finish and !eine in 90 minutes or less)

These time estimates are based on the time students usually take to fin-
ish such items or tasks when there is no pressure of time, The essays are
scheduled at the end of the morning and afternoon sessions so that stu-
dents may leave as soon as they have finished. They vary far more in the
time they are able or willing to spend on their papers than in the time they
take in answering objective items. Able and conscientious students usually
spend more time than the average, especially in planning and revision, and
we do not want to cut them off before they have completed the task to their
satisfaction. There are always a few compulsive students, however, who
keep hacking away at their papers long after everyone else has left the
room. No matter how much time one allows. they always want more. At
the end of the scheduled time, one has to take their papers away as gently
as possible and shoo them out.

Combining Scores on Comprehensive Examinations

I 1 t he foregoing outline °la comprehensive examination is accepted as a
workable model, we next face the problem of combining 'bur grades on
the two test essays and lour numerical scores on the objective sections. Of
course there will he variations in this outline to suit different courses of
study. but the problem combining grades and scores will remain.

As a first approach. let us assume that the composition staff has been
using letter grades with plus and minus signs, and that they have agreed to
aim at the distribution of grades predicted on page 30: 5% E, 15% D, 40%
C. 25":, B. and 15";) A. To combine the four essay grades for each student,
we have to translate the letter grades into numbers as follows:

E E+ 1) D D+ C C C+ B B B+ A A A+
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Adding Four of these numbers for each student to get his total score on
the essay part of the examination presents no problems. but then we have
to combine thew totals with much larger numbers representing scores on
the four objective tests, and we want to give the essay and objective sec-
tions equal weight.
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his problem is usually ignored in elementary textbooks on measure-
ment. so there is no standard procedure, but the simplest and most satis-
factory method I have filmic' is to turn the raw scores on each objective test
into letter grades in accordance with the predictions already applied to the
essits. 'Illus. the top 15 percent of scores on each test get A's; the next 25
percent get B's: the next 40 percent get C's; the next 15 percent get D's;
and the lowest 5 percent get E's. We may have to vary these proportions a
bit w hen. for example, ten students get the same score at the lower boun-
dary for B. but the predicted 25 percent will take in just three more stu-
dents at this point. We can't give three of them, chosen at random, a B
and the other seven a C if they all made the same score. In such cases, I go
for whichever grade makes the smaller difference in the prediction. Since
only three of the ten came within the B range, I would give all ten some
variety of C' (probably C+). If seven of the ten had come within the B range,
I would have given all ten some variety of B (probably B--). After assign-
ing letter grades to all four objective tests in this fashion, the staff trans-
lates them into the numbers corresonding to each grade in the table above
that was used for the essay grades. incidentally, this gives each objective
test equal weight, even though the vocabulary test has twice as many items
as the reading comprehension and listening comprehension tests.

In carrying out this procedure, someone is sure to object, ''Those were
the proportions for the various grades that we predicted for the essays.
Now can we apply them to the objective scores as well?''

This is natural, since at that point we were trying to set guidelines for
the readers that would make the distribution of essay grades conform to
reasonable expectations. But if you look carefully at what I said on page
30, you will see that I asked each teacher to predict how many students in
each of his or her classes would make each grade on tlw examination. I
said so repeatedly. Since they knew that the examination would include.
objective tests, it is reasonable to apply the same predictions to scores on
these tests.

Now s% e have eight numbers for each student corresponding to letter
grades on the essays and objective tests. We know that none of these com-
ponents is highly reliable (except the vocabulary score) and some are not
%cry highly correlated with others. The effect of averaging eight numbers
of this sort is to shove everybody closer to the mean than we intended. It we
just add the eight numbers and then divide by ti to get each student's final
(as erage) grade on the examination, it is virtually impossible for anyone to
get a tinal average higher than 11. which means B. or lower than 5. which
means D. We predicted that 15 percent w mild make A's. 25 percent B's. and
so on. but even though we made the grades on each col.,00nent come out
that %% ay for the group as a whole, the ii .!hers each :dent gets depend
so large, on chance that. if we take straight averages, no one will get an A:
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about 15 percent will get B's; about 75 percent Cs; about 10 percent D's;
and no one will fail.

Any mathematician would have tbreseen this result, but English teach-
ers are not mathematicians, and their first reaction is always shock, in-
credulity, and dismay. Someone must have made a mistake in adding ot
averaging! No; the figures have all been checked, and they are accurate.
Then some say that since these numbers represent our own judgments. we
are morally obliged to abide by them. Others say no; the averages make no
sense; and we must re-examine the papers and raise or lower enough
grades to make final grades come out in the intended proportions.

Neither faction is right, and the solution is simpler than either one
imagicted. out average Mime eight numbers. Simply add them and
make a distribution of total scores. Draw a line under the top 15 percent of
these totc.1%. Any student above that line gets an A: the next 25 percent get
B's: the next 40 percent get Cs; and so on. This is the first point at which
those predictions make any real difference. and here above all we should
abide by them.

The essay grades might just as well have been standard scores like those
discussed earlier, based on the normal curve, with a mean of 30 and a
standard deviation of 10. and with no attention at all to the presumed
superiority of this group. Each reader could then divide the papers he re-
ceived into top quarter, middle half, and bottom quarter; then pick out a
fifth of the high papers as the very high. and a fifth of the low papers as the
very low. The objective scores could he translated into standard scores in
the same manner, or by actual calculation of standard scores. Once
teachers get used to it. this is far easier than observing the predicted pro-
portions for the various grades at every point. The result would be that
each student would have eight numbers after his name representing stan-
dard scores. different from and larger than the numbers representing let-
ter grades. But if one simply added the eight standard scores, made a dis-
tribution of the totals, and drew a line under the top 15 percent for a final
grade ot A. the chances are slight that any student who received an A from
the first set of numbers would not also receive an A from the second. All
we need to be sure about is that all eight numbers are on a common scale:
either the standard score scale or the letter grade scale. It is only when we
get the totals on either scale and make a distribution of these totals that we
really need to think about our predictionsbut then we should stick to
them like glue.

Suppose the staff insists on giving some of the eight scores more weight
than others. Suppose they decided that reading comprehension was the
most important of the objective scores and should have a weight of 1.5;
anti that the score on error detection was least important and should have
a weight ot .8. Very well: a clerk simply multiplies the numbers represent-
ing either standard scores or letter grades on reading comprehension by
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1.5: then the numbers representing error-detection by .8. He adds the
eight scores, some weighted in this fashion. for each student, draws a line
under the top 15 percent for a grade of A. under the next 25 percent for a
trade of B. and so on. At the end, it would he advisable to correlate the
weighted with the unweighted totals. Over the years it has been found that
weighting rarely makes any serious difference: students come out in nearly
the same rank order regardless of weighting. Hence my advice would be to
0. all parts of the examination equal weight unless, for pedagogical rea-
sons. you want to emphasize the importance of some part of the course by
saying that it will get extra weight in the examination. It will probably
make little if any difference in students' grades, but it may get them to
work harder at something that they might otherwise neglect.

After the examination grade has been determined in the manner just ex-
plained. there is still the problem of combining the examination grade
Stith the course grade, determined by each teacher. Here again simple
averaging w ill push everybod closer to the mean than the staff intended.
and again the remedy is the same: add the two numbers for each student
corresponding to his examination grade and course grade. Make a distri-
bution of these totals and award final grades of A to the top 15 percent. B
to the next 25 percent. C to the next 40 percent. and so on. It is desirable to
report all three: examination grade. course grade. and final grade. If any
student or parent objects that the final grade is not precisely the average of
the other two, explain that these are "adjusted averages."

A Note on the Significance of Differences

Since so few English teachers conduct controlled experiments, and
those w ho do have statistical help. I shall not devote much attention to the
significance of differences between the averages of groups taught with dif-
ferent materials or methods. But since books and articles on the teaching
of English often state that the difference between the results achieved by
Method A and Method B was not significant, or was significant at the .05.
.(`' or .001 level. I want you to have some notion of what it means.

the basic idea is that there is a good deal of chance (random) variation
in all educational measures, and the amount or variation you would find in
two out of three repetitions of the same measurement operation is called
the "standard error" of that measure. This has nothing to do with mis-
takes. with bias, or with external conditions (such as an internally hot
day): it most commonly refers to chance variations from one sample of
tasks or performance to another. For example. I said on page 28 that the
standard error of essay grades was about 5 points on the standard score
scale that I proposed (with a mean of 30 and a standard deviation of 10).
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That is, if you had the same essay graded repeatedly by different compe-
tent reorders and kept averaging the grades until you were certain what the
true grade was. you would find that atwut twothirds of the grades leading
to this final average lay within one standard error (5 points) of the true
grade. and 95 percent of them lay within two standard errors (10 points),

! shall say no more about the standard error of individual scores because
they are so large that I find it the best policy to disregard them. But the
standard error of the average of large groupsmore than 1(X) students
--generally used in educational experiments is much smaller: it is the
standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of students, I

mentioned that our hypothetical vocabulary test of sixty items (page 39)
might have a standard deviation as large as 10. If' it were given to 1(X) stu-
dents. you would divide the standard deviation (10) by the square root of 1(X)
(10). and so the standard error of the average of this group would be just 1
raa score point,

I also said that the average score (mean) of my illustrative group was 40.
Suppose that another group. treated in a different way, made an average
score of 45 on this same test and also had a standard deviation of 10:
hence a standard error of 1 point. Is that difference of 5 points between the
two averages a true (significant) difference, or is it within the range of
chance variation that one should expect in two administrations of the
same test?

To find oat, you have to compute the standard error of the diffiwnee.
You square the standard error of the first average tl x 1 = 1), square the
standard en: or of the second average (1 x 1), add the two squares (1 +

1 2), and take the square root of the sum (2). which is 1.41. as you can
find in an table of squares and square roots. Then the significance
(rcalit%) of the difference is judged against lour standards:

1. If the difference (5 points) is less than twice as large as the standard
error of that difference (1.41 x 2 2.82). it is not significant, This
does not assert that it is, but that it could he. a chance variation. But
since 5 is much larger than 2.82. it passes this first test.

2. If the difference is between 2 and 2,( times as large as its standard
error, it is significant at the .05 level. meaning that there ar! less than
5 chances in a hundred that a difference this large would be found if
there were no true difference. But 2.t) times 1.41 is 3,(7. and the dif-
ference of 5 is larger than this, so we can go on to the next level of sig-
nificance.

3. it the difference is between 2.6 and 3 times as large as its standard
error, it is significant at the .01 level, meaning that there is less than
one chance in a hundred that it was a fluke. But 3 x 1.41 is 4.23. and
5 is larger than this, so we go on to the next level.
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4. Irate difference is more than 3 times as large as its standard error, it
is significant at the AO level, meaning that there is less than one
chance in a thousand that it was a fluke, As we have just seen 3 x 1.41

4.23, and S is larger than this, so it is significant at the ,00I level,

There are many different types of standard errors; of correlations, pro-
portions. regressiom, etc., each computed in a different way and yielding
results of different orders of magnitude. There are also many diMrent

ays of computing the significance of differences between experimental
groups: elii.square, analysis of variance and covariance, re.igression amity-
sis, etc. (Wee yott get into this statistical matte, you will never get out with.
out help. Ilut for most of the articles you will read that refer to the signifi-
cance of a difference between two groups, the basic idea of "significance"
is conveyed by the classical procedure that I have just I:so:lined: if the dif-
ference between the two averages 2, 2.h, or 3 times as large as its own
standard error, it is significant at .01. or .001 level respectively, re-
ferring to the chances it a hundred or a thousand that a difference this
large would be found if there were no true difference.

One final point: "significant" does not necessarily mean "important";
it means only "non chance." In statewide testing programs 111 which sever-
al hundred thousand students are involved, one group of 10,(KX) might be
compared with another group of 10,000. To get the standard error of each
average. you would have to divide the standard deviation by the square
root of this number, which is 100. That would make the standard error so
small that a difference of a tenth of a point might be significant. in the
sense that it could not be attributed to chance, but it would have no educa
tional or practical importance. Perhaps I should add that the .tX)1 level
does not mean that the difference was 10 times as large as at the .01 level:
it only means that you are ten times as sure that there was some difference.



Initiating Staff Grading
of Test Essays

It is no easy matter to introduce staff grading of unidentified test essays
on the same topic in a staff' that has four or more teachers of English.
Teachers may be so sensitive to possible criticism of their results that they
will not let anyone else even see the essays written by their students, let
alone grade them. You may reassure them that no one will know which
papers were written by their students because they will be identified only
by numbers chosen at random by each student. Then they will want to
know how anyone can possibly grade a paper fairly, not knowing the stu-
dent. You may reply that in such examinations we are grading the writing,
not the student, and that a final grade of D for one student may represent
a triumph, while a final grade of B tor another may represent a shattering
disappointment. It' we profess to be teaching composition, we ought to be
able to tell which papers are better than others, regardless of who wrote
them. Still, the argument goes on.

I see little hope ot' winning over such people by argument or persuasion.
One has to introduce a series of experiences that will open their eyes to the
extent of disagreement in the staff on the worth of selected papers that
they all grade independently. I used to do this by getting one paper per
month, each time from a different teacher, making typed copies with all
identification, comments, corrections, and grades removed, and having
each teacher grade it, comment on it, and return it to me at least one day
betbre our next staff meeting. In that meeting I would write on the black-
board what grades the paper had received, and at the start I was pretty
sure to get ti ur or five different grades. The teachers were dismayed, but I
tried not to he. I explained that such differences in grading standards al-

ays came to light whenever a staff began to study the reliability of its es-
say grades, and the only way to improve was to discuss our differences,
examine the reasons behind them, and gradually develop standards that
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would bring our grades closer together. I said it would be foolish to expect
anything like perfect agreement in judgments of writing ability; all we
could hope for would he the amount of agreement represented by a corre-
lation of about .50 between grades assigned independently to each set of
test essays by pairs of readers. Since that is the usual correlation between
height and weight among adults of the same sex, it would still leave plenty
of room for legitimate differences of opinion. But we were starting with a
correlation of about .30 in our grades on this paper, and that was al-
together too low to he fair to students.

I would then call upon some respected staff member to explain why he
gave this paper an A. Next I would ask a friend of his to explain why he
gave it a I) or an E. Other teachers would express agreement or disagree-
ment with these explanations and tell why they gave the paper some other
grade. Thus we would move toward an elucidation of the grading problem
presented by this paper and what policy we should adopt if we found such
a paper in an examination. These discussions, which were amicable but
spirited and often witty, proved to be more interesting than what we had
previously done in staff meetings. and they gradually moved the staff
toward acceptance of the idea that maybe more than one point of view
should he represented in grading such important essays as those written in
examinations.

We next tried out this idea in the least threatening case: each teacher
chose one other teacher with whom he was willing to exchange papers on a
topic that both had assigned to at least one class at the same level. Each
graded the papers of both classes independently, and without writing any-
thing on the papers. Then they compared their grades and resolved differ-
ences of more than one full grade by discussion. We learned the easy way to
compute the correlation between the two sets of grades (before resolution of

John Stalnaker. long president of the Merit Scholarship Foundation. re-
calls this incident from his early days as Examiner in English at the Univer-
sity of Chicago.

In one of his experiments he had a few hundred papers to grade. He called
in tour of his most experienced readers and told them. "I want you to grade
these papers but not on your regular scale of A to F. I know that you all have
different ideas about what those letters mean. Just sort these papers into five
piles in order of merit. Then mark the highest pile 4, the next pile 3. and so
on down to 0."

Thev agreed to do so. but about a week later they came to his office and
said. "We're sorry. John. but we could not do what you wanted. It turned
out that there weren't any "4" papers. But we did the best we could. We
sorted their into rive piles. but we had to mark them 3. 2. 1, 0. and 00."
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differences) that was explained on page 33. These figures gradually con-
vinced us that a single essay, graded independently by two readers, was not
enough to yield the reliability that we wanted in our examinations, so we
gradually developed the type of examination outlined on pages 41.42, in
which morning essays were graded by one pair of readers and afternoon
essays by another pair. Later, as the staff gained experience with this
method of grading, they decided that it would be a good idea to expose
themselves to a wider range of viewpoints than that of their best friend in
the department. so they let the department head assign sets of papers to
pairs of readers that were either chosen at random or systematically
rotated.

This is a shortened and simplified account of the development of the
staff grading procedures 1 have recommendedwith all the mistakes, set-
backs, and wasted motion left out. Some of these procedures represent
changes from those I suggested in earlier publications; more recent studies
have changed my mind. Those that you adopt must he suited to your
course of study, your student population, and the convictions and prefer-
ences of your staff. But one requirement is almost universal. At some point
someone with authorityusually the principal or deanmust tell the staff
to stop arguing and try somethingno matter what. Without that push,
nothing will happen.



Appendices



Descriptions of Papers Rated
emk High, Middle, and Low on Eight Qualities

Some readers may be disappointed that the procedures recommended
tier ascertaining and improving the reliability of essay grades all involved
the cooperation of at least two teachers. What they probably hoped to
learn was some way of rating papers that would improve the reliability of
their own grades so that they could have greater confidence in their fair-
ness and accuracy and could explain to students exactly why their grade
was high or low. In other words, what they wanted was a list of things to
look for in student compositions and how many points to give for this or
take off for that.

A collection of readings offering suggestions of this sort was published
by the National Council of Teachers of English. 1111 Kenyon Road,
Urbana. Illinois 61801. in 1965: A Guide fin. Evaluating Student Compo-
sition. edited by Sister M. Judine, IHM. It is a paperbound volume of 162
pages. and sells for $2.75.

Although these papers contain much practical wisdom. I have never had
much confidence in any scheme for rating papers that does not involve
comparison with independent ratings of another person and discussion of
papers on which there is a substantial difference of opinion. I have never
seen any solid evidence in print that any of these schemes improves relia-
bility.

If you want to use some sort of checklist to improve the consistency of
your ratings, the only help I can offer is an example of the way in which
guidelines for rating papers might he developed. After our factor analysis
of judgments of writing ability, described on pages 5-10 of this bookkt, we
proceeded to a study of writing improvement in twelve school districts in
the state of New York. All students in grades 9 and 10 who were involved
in this study wrote one test paper per month on a topic set by usthe same
topic for both grades. As indicated on page 11. these test essays were
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written on paper that yielded three sharp, clean copies, two of which were
sent hack to different schools for rating on the following type of rating slip.

Topie_Reader_Paper
Low Middle High

Ideas 2 4 6 8 10
Organization 2 4 6 8 10
Wording 1 2 3 4 5
Flavor 1 2 3 4 5
Usage 1 2 3 4 5
Punctuation 1 2 3 4 5
Spelling 1 2 3 4 5
Handwriting 1 2 3 4 5

Sum

Teachers encircled one number after the name of each quality to indi-
cate their rating of the paper on that quality. At first the numbers all ran
from I to 5, but since their courses concentrated on ideas and organiza-
tion. they persuaded us to give double weight to those ratings by doubling
the numbers representing each scale position. This weighting had no basis
in research. but it seemed reasonable to give extra credit for the qualities
these teachers wished to emphasize.

These eight qualities are short firms of the names of the five factors in
judgments of writing ability revealed by our factor analysis, except that the
mechanics factor is broken up into its logically distinguishable compo-
nentsusage, punctuation. and spellingand we added Remondino's
factor (see page 9), here called "handwriting." At the right are spaces for
subtotals of ratings on the first four factors, which we called "general
merit," and on the last four, which we called "mechanics," and then a
space for the sum of these two. the total rating. Note that, if a student gets
the lowest possible rating on everything, his total will he 10: if all his rat-
ings are in column 2. his total will he 20: and similar totals fir the other
three columns are 30, 40, and 50. These coincide with the standard scores
of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 corresponding to letter grades of E, D. C, B, and
A as explained on pages 27-28. Thus they were compatible with and led
into the later use of standard scores: meanwhile they developed a clear
idea of what the standard scores meant in terms of factors that make a dif-
ference in the grades of skilled readers.

Although these factors are represented on the rating slip only by short
forms of their names. we developed an initial understanding of what they
meant in all-day Saturday workshops that these teav hes% were paid to at-
tend. We also gave them practice in rating sample sets ofpapers that had
previously been rated on these eight qualities by expert readers. We kept
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rating sets of these papers and discussing differences of opinion until a
reasonable consensus was reached.

After the test papers had been rated in this fashion for one school year,
heads of these departments met in a week-long workshop during the sum-
mer. Each brough*. a small sample of test papers on each topic that had
been rated high (top quarter). middle (middle hall), or low (bottom quar-
ter), and that he or she regarded as typical papers at these levels of merit.
We made photocopies of these papers and studied them together until we
were able to agree upon brief descriptions of their salient characteristics.
These descriptions were used throughout the tbllowing year as a guide in
rating the monthly test papers. and particularly in training new teachers to
rate papers on these qualities. At the end, the department heads met again
and revised the descriptions, chiefly by cutting out parts that had been
more confusing than helpful. The revised descriptions are reproduced in
tile following pages.

By the end of this study. we had come to look upon these guidelines as a
training device that teachers may well use for a year or two to develop a
common set of standards and a systematic way of thinking about the qual-
ities that should enter into their judgment of a paper. After two years (at
most) they move easily and naturally into the use of standard scores as a
quicker and easier way to indicate their judgment of the general merit of a
paper. We call this "rating on general impression." but it is no longer a
blur: it is a quick summing up of characteristics that determine whether a
paper is high, middle, or low in general merit. The teachers also have a
common vocabulary far discussing the merits and defects of papers on
which their grades disagree. They quickly recognize their agreement on
perhaps six or seven of these eight qualities and "zero in" on the one or
two that accounted for the discrepancy in their grades.

I. GENERAL. MERIT

I. Ideas

High. The student has given some thought to the topic and writes what he
really thinks. He discusses each main point long enough to show clearly
what he means. He supports each main point with arguments. examples.
or details: hi.. gives the reader some reason for believing it. His points are
clearly related to the topic and to the main idea or impression he is trying
to convey. No necessary points are overlooked and there is no padding.
Midd/r. The paper gives the impression that the student does not really
believe %t hat he is writing or does not fully understand what it means. He
tries to guess what the teacher wants and writes what he thinks will get by.
lie does not explain his points very clearly or make them come alive to the
reader. He writes what he thinks will sound good. not what he believes or
knows.
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tow. It is either hard to tell what points the student is trying to make or
else they are so silly that, it' he had only stopped to think, he would have
realized that they made no sense. He is only trying to get something down
on paper. He does not explain his points; he only asserts them and then
goes on to something else, or he repeats them in slightly different words.
He does not bother to check his facts, and much of what he writes is ob-
viously untrue. No one believes this sort of writingnot even the student
who wrote it.

2. Organization

High. The palm starts at a good point, has a sense of movement, gets
somewhere, and then stops. The paper has an underlying plan that the
reader can follow; he is never in doubt as to where he is or where he is
going. Sometimes there is a little twist near the end that makes the paper
come out in a way that the reader does not expect, but it seems quite logi-
cal. Main points are treated at greatest length or with greatest emphasis.
others in proportion to their importance.
Middle. The organization of this paper is standard and conventional.
There is usually a one-paragraph introduction. three main points each
treated in one paragraph, and a conclusion that often seems tacked on or
forced. Some trivial points are treated in greater detail than important
points. and there is usually some dead wood that might better be cut out.
Low. This paper starts anywhere and never gets anywhere. The main
points are not clearly separated from one another, and they come in a ran-
dom orderas though the student had not given any thought to what he
intended to say before he started to write. The paper seems to start in one
direction, then another, then another, until the reader is lost.

3. Wording

High. The writer uses a sprinkling of uncommon words or of familiar
words in an uncommon setting. He shows an interest in words and in put-
ting them together in slightly unusual wap. Some of his experiments with
words may not quite come off, but this is such a promising trait in a young
writer that a few mistakes may he forgiven. For the most part, he uses
words correctly, but he also uses them with imagination.
Alidd le. The writer is addicted to tired old phrases and hackneyed expres-
sions. If you left a blank in one of his sentences, almost anyone could guess
%%hat word he would use at that point. He does not stop to think how to say
something; he just says it in the same way as everyone else. A writer may
also get a middle rating on this quality if he overdoes his experiments with
uncommon words: if he always uses a big word when a little word would
serve his purpose better.
I ow. The writer uses words so carelessly and inexactly that he gets far too
many wrong. These are not intentional experiments with words in which
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failure may be forgiven; they represent groping for words and using them
without regard to their fitness. A paper written in a childish vocabulary
may also get a low rating on this quality, even if no word is clearly wrong.

4. Flavor

ihIgh. The writing sounds like a person, not a committee. The writer
seems quite sincere and candid, and he writes about something he knows,
often from personal experience. You could not mistake this writing for the
%%ming of anyone else. Although the writer may assume different roles in
different papers, he does not put on airs. He is brave enough to reveal him-
self just as he is.
Middle. The writer usually tries to appear better or wiser than he really is.
He tends to write lofty sentiments and broad generalities. He does not put
in the little homely details that show that he knows what he is talking
about. His writing tries to sound impressive. Sometimes it is impersonal
and correct but Colorless, without personal feeling or imagination.
Low. The writer reveals himself well enough but without meaning to. His
thoughts and feelings are those of an uneducated person who does not
realize how bad they sound. His way of expressing himself differs from
standard English. but it is not his personal style; it is the way uneducated
people talk in his neighborhood. Sometimes the unconscious revelation is
so touching that we are tempted to rate it high on flavor. but it deserves a
high rating only it' the effect is intended.

II. MECHANICS

5. Usage. Sentence Structure

High. There are no vulgar or "illiterate" errors in usage by present stan-
dards of intOrmal written English. and there are very few errors in point.
that have been discussed in class. The sentence structure is usually correct.
even in varied and complicated sentence patterns.
Middh.. There are a few serious errors in usage and several in points that
have been discussed in class but not enough to obscure meaning. The sen-
tence structure is usually correct in familiar sentence patterns but there
are occasional errors in complicated patterns: errors in parallelism,
subordination. consistency of tenses. reference of pronouns. etc.
hiw. There are so many serious errors in usage and sentence structure
that the paper is hard to understand.

b. Punctuation. Capitals. Abbreviations. Numbers

Ilic;h. There are no serious violations of rules that have been taughtex-
cepi slips of the pen. Note, however, that modern editors do not require
commas after short introductory clauses. around nonrestrictive clauses. or
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between short morcinate clauses unless their omission leads to ambiguity
or makes the sente:-:e hard to read. Contractions are acceptableoften
desirable.
Middle. There are several violations of rules that have been taughtas
many as usually occur in the average paper. Counts of such errors in high.
middle, and low papers at various ages and socioeconomic levels would be
desirable in order to establish standards.
Low. Basic punctuation is omitted or haphazard, resulting in fragments,
run-on sentences, etc.

7. Spelling

High. Descriptions of spelling levels are most often used in grading test
papers written in class. Since there is insufficient time to make full use of
the dictionary, spelling standards should be more lenient than for papers
written at home. The high paper tat ages 14.16) usually has not more than
five misspellings, and these occur in words that are hard to spell. The spel-
ling is consistent; words are not spelled correctly in one sentence and mis-
spelled in anotherunless the misspelling appears to be a slip of the pen.
If a poor paper has no misspellings, it gets a high rating on spelling, even if
no difficult words are used.
Middle. There are several spelling errors in hard words and a few viola-
tions of basic spelling rules, but no more than one finds in the average
paper. Spelling standards differ so sharply from grade to grade and from
one socioeconomic level to another that each school would do well to make
a distribution of spelling errors per hundred words (at least for test papers
written in class) and relate its ratings to this distribution.
Low. There are so many spelling errors that they interfere with compre-
hension.

8. Handwriting, Neatness

High. The handy riting is clear. attractive, and well spaced, and the rules
of manuscript form have been observed.
Middle. The handwriting is average in legibility and attractiveness. There

may he a few violations of rules for manuscript form if there is evidence of
some care for the appearance of the page.
Lose. The paper is sloppy in appearance and difficult to read. It may be
excellent in other respects and still get a low rating on this quality.



B Topics for Test Essays

If you have to set topics for test essays that will be written by the stu-
dents of several teachers, you should have a way of securing ratings by
these teachers of quite a long list of topicspreferably those that you or
they have used and tbund appropriate for short, impromptu papers that
can he planned, written, and revised in the time available and under the
pressure of an examination. Unless these topics are selected from a list
that teachers have approved, they almost always complain that the stu-
dents would have written much better had it not been for the awful topic
you gave them. Either it was too difficult and beyond their experience or it
was so dull and hackneyed that no one could get interested in it.

The Miming topics are typical of those suggested by teachers for test
essays. Most of them can be handled successfully by students in secondary
schools (ages 12-17), but those near the end of the list seem more suitable
for college students. Although I have no objection to your using any of
these that seem interesting, I hold no brief for this particular list. I assume
that you will compile a similar list of topics that you and the other teachers
have found that your students can handle. Often the topics are suggested
by papers that students have written on topics of their own choice. I make
copies of such lists and hand them out to teachers at the first staff meeting
of the year. I ask them to put a 2 before the topics they like best, a 1 before
those that they accept, a 0 betbre those that they reject, and no mark be-
fore those about which they have no opinion. At the next meeting I hand
out a shorter list of acceptable topics that received the highest ratings. It is
understood that topics for all examinations concerned with writing ability
will be taken from this list, but I try to keep the topic for any given exam-
ination a secret until the day of the test. Otherwise it sometimes happens
that the less secure teachers give their students such broad hints about the
nature of the topic that some write the essay beforehand, or get a friend to
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write it, and commit it to memory. Other teachers may assign a topic that
is almost like the one to be used in the test and then give detailed instruc-
tions on how to write such a paper. In one examination we found
thirty-five papers that all started with the same topic sentence. If it is even
suspected that some teachers are giving their classes more direct prepara-
tion ti)r the examination than others, students will lose confidence in the
fairness of the grades. Hence the only safe policy is secrecy. lithe teachers
keep their lists of approved topics, it is easy to pass the word just before
the morning essay, "Topic 8." Then, if there is to be an afternoon essay,
you wait until after lunch to announce "Topic 12." Since these topics are
usually short. each teacher writes the selected topic on his blackboard. But
if the topic is lengthy, and there is "stimulus material" on which students
are to comment, the examination papers must be duplicated and handed
out in sealed envelopes on the day of the test. Then it is understood that
the seal may be broken only in the presence of the students who are ready
to take the examination.

Here is the illustrative list of topics suggested by teachers:

1 I saw it happen
2. What I learned from experience
3. What I'll he doing ten years from now
4. If I could do it over
5. On being alone
b. My day in the palace
7. Flight to Planet X
8. Robbie the Robot
9. If an ancient Greek came to town

10. What happened when some machine went berserk
11. My idea of happiness
12. What scares me
13. My own standard of living
14. Were people happier in days gone by?
15. Some things do not change
lt. The trouble with families
1'. Mistakes parents make with children
18. Why teenagers rebel
14. Are teenagers conservative?
20. When should teenagers he treated as adults?
21. There's nobody like
22. Who should go to college?
23. My idea of an educated person
24. What I like about life in my country
25. When I dislike about life in my country
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2h. My country's contributions to mankind
27. In what ways are all men equal?
28. Is peaceful coexistence possible?
29. Can a world government prevent war?
30. What is the spirit of our time?

CHOOSING A SUBJECT

I was privileged to attend the last regular lecture at Harvard of the great
teacher of the Bible. Kirsopp Lake. It was the day before the final examina-
tion. and I think he tried to ease the tension by telling this story.

"Gentlemen, I had a wonderful dream last night. I dreamed that I was sit-
ting on a cloud at Judgment Day, watching all the tribes of earth assemble.
They all came together in a great plain and sat down.

"Then. out of the circumambient mist, a great hand arose and began
writing on a celestial blackboard in letters that all the world could read.

It wrote out the Ten Commandments. and thenin typical examination
fashionit added: STUDENTS CHOOSE SIX."



ObjeetKe Items Based
on a Central Theme

If this short course on grading essays written in examinations is widely
used, other short courses will he written that will deal with the prepara-
tion. review. tryout. selection, scoring, and analysis of objective items far
more extensively than we can do here. It scented wise. however, to include
a brief appendix on types of objective items that teachers of English will
accept. since so many them have a deep-seated prejudice against any
use of objective tests. The previous discussion may have convinced you
that short sections of objective items ought to he included in any final
examination on English language arts for at least two reasons. First. the
course is bound to include reading and li ening comprehension. vocabu-
lary. and grammar or usage. all of which can be tested more quickly, cosi-

-1y. and rehobly by objective items than by written answers. Second. we
have seen that the highest over-all reliability that American examiners can
consistently attain in grades on essays written in final examinations is
about .70, and this is too low to be entirely fair to students or to detect im-
provements in the course. It is most commonly raised to ,acceptable levels
by scores on the objective sections. which yield much higher reliabilities
per unit of testing time.

Still, teachers of English tend to regard these objective sections as. at
best. a disagreeable necessity which can test only the most superficial as-
pects of proficiency in English. To help you convince your colleagues that
objective tests need not he stupid. I should like to show you a test that I
wrote some years ago and used in one of my examinations at the University
of Chicago. Its distinctive characteristic is its unity. In almost all objective
tests. no item has any connection with any other item. but here the whole
test deals with a single problem of universal concern. The problem is dis-
cussed in three short passages that present contrasting points of view, and
students must answer twenty items that test not only comprehension of
62
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each passage but also an understanding of relationships between these
passages. Next, there is a short but complete paper written by a student
who was asked to compare the views expressed in these three passages and
then state his own position on this issue. Note that the twenty items follow-
ing this paper will deal with larger aspects of writing than mechanical er-
rors. tA few examples of discrete items on ability to detect errors in sen-
tences will be given later.) Finally, there is a writing assignment dealing
with one important issue that is a part of the general problem discussed in
the three passages.

The test as it stands is probably too hard for high school students. In
tact. it was a bit too hard even for my college students. I chose a hard test
as an illustration so that intelligent and well-prepared teachers of English
would themselves get interested in it and find it hard to answer some of the
questions. I think they will agree that, whatever else it may be. it is not
superficial. It is intended only as an illustration of a possible format for
objective tests of reading and writing that you and your colleagues may
want to prepare tier your own examinations, using easier material and
simpler types of objective items. I have found it effective as what might be
regarded as propaganda for some objective sections in tests of English lan-
guage arts that rely chiefly on essays. Many fine teachers of English have
said to me, "I have never had any use for objective tests, but I can't despise
this one."

The Reading Test

Directions. Read all three passages before answering the questions that
follow.

Passage I

The nation, with all its so-called internal improvements, which are all
external and superficial. is just an unwieldy and overgrown establishment.
clutter, d with furniture and tripped up by its own traps, ruined by luxury
and heedless expense. by want of calculation and a worthy aim; and the
only cure for it is in a rigid economy, a stern and more than Spartan sim-
plicity of life and elevation of purpose. It lives too fast. Men think it essen-
tial that the Nation have commerce, and talk through a telegraph, and
ride thirty miles an hour. whether thvv do or not; but whether we should
live like baboons or like men is a little uncertain. It' we do not get out
sleepers !large pieces of wood to which railroad tracks are nailed!. and
forge rails, and devote days and nights to the work, but go to tinkering
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upon our lives to improve them, who will build railroads? And if railroads
are not built. how shall we get to heaven in season? But if we stay at home
and mind our business, who will want railroads? We do not ride on the
railroad, it rides on us. Did you ever think what those sleepers are that un-
derlie the railroad? Each one is a man, an Irishman or a Yankee man. The
rails are laid on them, and they are covered with sand, and the cars run
smoothly over them. They are sound sleepers. I assure you. And every few

years a new lot is laid down and run over; so that, if some have the plea-

sure of riding on a rail, others have the misfortune to be ridden upon. And

when they run over a man who is walking in his sleep and wake him up.
they suddenly stop the cars and make a hue and cry about it, as if this were
an exception. I am glad to know that it takes a gang of men for every five

miles to keep the sleepers down and level in their beds, for this is a sign
that they may sometime get up again,

Passage II

Myself when young did eagerly frequent
Doctor and Saint, and heard great argument

About it and about: but evermore
Came out by the same door where in I went.

With them the seed of wisdom did I sow,
And with mine own hand wrought to make it grow;

And this was all the harvest that I reaped
"I came like water, and like wind I go."

Into. this universe, the why not knowing
Nor 'whence, like water willy-nilly flowing:

And out of it, as wind along the waste.
I know not whither, willy-nilly blowing.

Waste not your hour, nor in the vain pursuit
Of This and That endeavor and dispute;

Better be jocund with the fruitful grape
Than sadden after none, or bitter, Fruit.

The moving finger writes; and, having writ,

Moves on: nor all your piety nor wit

Shall lure it hack to cancel half a line.

Nor all your tears wash out a word of it.
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Passage III

No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one and love
the other; or else he will hold to the one and despise the other. Ye cannot
serve God and mammon.

Therefore I say unto you. Take no thought for your life, what ye shall
eat. or what ye shall drink; nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on. Is
not the life more than meat. and the body than raiment? Behold the fowls
of the air: tier they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns; yet
your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they?

Which of you by taking thought can add one cubit unto his stature?
And why take ye thought tier raiment? Consider the lilies of the field,

how they grow: they toil not. neither do they spin: and yet I say unto you
that even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these.

Wheretbre, if God so clothe the grass of the field, which today is, and
tomorrow is cast into the oven, shall he not much more clothe you, 0 ye Of
little faith? Therefore take no thought. saying, What shall we eat? or.
What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed? For after all
these things do the Gentiles seek; tier your heavenly Father knoweth that
ye have need of these things. But seek ye first the kingdom of God and his
righteousness; and all these things shall he added unto you.

Take theretbre no thought tbr the morrow, for the morrow shall take
thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.

Directions continued. Mark the best answer to each question. Remember
that no short answer to a question about a literary work can he completely
correct. The best answers to the following questions need be only a little
better than the other answers.

1. Which of the Wowing questions is the central concern of all three pas-
sages?
I. Is the pursuit of pleasure a desirable goal in life?

Is hard work necessary tier success in life?
3. What should he our chief purpose in life?
4. is the pursuit of material values contrary to religion?

2. Which of the following best represents the goal stated in Passage I?
1. The development of thf. Nation
2. Simplicity and elevation of pf:rpose
3. To ride upon the railroad rather than to he ridden upon
4. To keep the sleepers down and level in their beds

3. Which of the following stands for the opposite of the goal of Passage I?
1. The Nation 3. The sleepers
2. Spartan simplicity 4. Building railroads
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4. Which of the following best represents the goal stated in Passage II?
I. To sow the seeds of wisdom
2. To come like water and to go like wind
3. To be jocund with the fruitful grape
4. To do whatever the moving finger writes

S. Which of the following stands for the opposite of the goal of Passage
II?
I. Doctor and Saint
2. Sowing the seeds of wisdom
3. Whatever the moving finger writes
4. Endeavor and dispute over This and That

6. Which of the following best represents the goal stated in Passage III?
1. The kingdom of God and his righteousness
2. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof
3. Take no thought for your life
4. Refrain from any sort of labor

7. Which of the following stands for the opposite of the goal of Passage
III?
I. Mammon 3. Food and clothing
2. The morrow 4. Hard work of any kind

N. Which of the fellowing descriptions of man's role in life as conceived
in these passages is LEAST accurate?
1. Passage 1: Man is a tool-using animal.
2. Passage 11: Man is a puppet of fate.
3. Passage III: Man is a child of God.
Remember: Which interpretation of each passage is LEAST
accurate?

9. Which passage expresses concern over the exploitation of workmen in
the pursuit of material values?
1) Pa -.sage 1 2) Passage II 3) Passage 111 4) None of them

10. Which passage places its chief emphasis on service to others?
I) Passage 1 2) Passage 11 3) Passage 111 4) None of them

11. Which passage or passages regard simplicity as essential to a good
life?
1. All, about equally 3. Passages I and III
2. None of them 4, Passage II

12. Which of these views is based on a conviction that there are no
ar .ers, that effort is futile?
1) Passage 1 2) Passage II 3) Passage 111 4) None of them
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13. Passages II and III both deny the value of "taking thought." How do
they differ?
1. 11 regards thought as unrewarding; III as a necessary evil.
2. II refers to thought about philosophic issues; III to thought about

making a living.
3. II prefers action to thought; III prefers faith.
4. II refers to thought about fate; III to thought about God.

14. All three passages seem to regard material possessions as unimpor-
tant. Which statement of their reasons for thinking so is LEAST
accurate?
1. Passage I: We should reduce our wants rather than increasing our

means of satisfying them.
2. Passage II: It is pleasanter to drink wine.
3. Passage III: Striving for worldly goods interferes.with the service of

God.
Remember: Which interpretation of each passage is LEAST
accurate?

15. In which ways are the "sleepers" of Passage I like the lilies" of Pas-
sage III?
1. Both are subjects of parables.
2. Both illustrate how men should act.
3. Both illustrate what happens to people who concentrate on materi-

al things.
4. Both illustrate the advantages of simplicity.

lb. Which of the following pairs of passages are closest together in point
of view?
I ) I and I I 2 )1 and I I I 3) 11 and III

. Which passage or passages emphasize the thought of the following
quotation:

The world is too much with us: late and soon.
Getting and spending. we lay waste our powers.

1) All of them 2) None of them 3)1 and III 4) II

18. Which passage agrees with the thought of the following quotation:

In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud

Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloody, but unbowed.

I) Passage I 2) Passage II 3) Passage III 4) None of them
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It). Which passage agrees with the thought of the following quotation:
Nature has placed mankind under the governance of two sovereign

masters, pain and pietism.. It is for them alone to point out what we
ought to do. as well as to determine what we shall do. On the one hand
the standard of right and wrong, on the other the chain of causes and
effects, are fastened to their throne. They govern us in all we do, in all
we say, in all we think: every effort we can make to throw off our sub-
jection will serve but to demonstrate and confirm it.

) Passage I 2) Passage II 3) Passage III 4) None of them

20. Which passage agrees with the thought of the following quotation:
The great cry that arises from our manufacturing cities, louder than

their furnace blast. is all in very deed for this, that we manufacture
everything there except men; we blanch cotton, and strengthen steel,
and refine sugar, and shape pottery; but to brighten, to strengthen, to
refine, or to form a single living spirit never enters into our estimate of
advantages.
I) Passage I 2) Passage II 3) Passage III 4) None of them

The Writing Test

Direerion.s. This student was asked to summarize and compare the views
expressed in these three passages; then to state and defend his own posi-
tion on this issue. His paper is t.eproduced here exactly as he wrote it ex-
cept that each sentence is numbered. The questions that follow this paper
deal with larger aspects of writing than correctness of expression; they call
for the judgment of a critic rather than the skill of a proofreader. It would
he wise to read the paper as a whole before starting to answer the
questions. but you need not watch for errors in usage, punctuation, or
spelling, since ability to detect such errors is not tested in this part of the

(1) The three authors regard success in a job as unimportant because
man% in obtaining success use others as stepping stones. (2) Success is see-

ing the good in others and living a good life.

(.1) Passage I considers any improvement in mechanical things as
unnecessary and unsuccessful because thousands of people are often hurt
in making the improvement. (4) Passage II says learning is important: it
also sas that if you're going to do anything, don't do something you'll re-
gret, for w hat's done can't be undone. (5) Passage ill stresses the point
that vou shouldn't struggle for material things; food and clothing are
nothing compared to vlerlasting life. ()) All the authors agree that in suc-
cess there is happiness, and there is no happiness in gains made crookedly.
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(7) I believe success in work can't he the most important element in life
but is very important. (8) Being successful in business doesn't necessarily
mean that you're leading a good life. (9) Many successful people have
reached their pal by robbing and cheating others. (10) Success in business
often leads to conceit. and many successful people can't see the beauty in
life for thinking only of themselves.

01) Success in business is important in that it proves you can accom-
plish something. (12) It is a good thing if you reach your goal honestly and
get happiness out of your success. (13) Many successful people aren't
happy. t14) The real success in life is happiness and making others happy.
(15) Man people are so busy rushing toward their goal that they haven't
time to be happy. (16) I believe success in business is important if you
don't let it obstruct your vision so that you can't see good in people, and it
takes up all your time.

Questions on This Paper

1. In items 1.9 assume that the student's purpose is to show that success
in work is important, provided thatand he mentions all of the fol-
lowing but one. Which one does he leave Out?
1. Provided that it is honestly attained
2. Provided that it brings happiness and leaves time for other forms of

happiness
3. Provided that it makes a constructive contribution to the common

welfare
4. Provided that it does not inflate the ego and prevent seeing good in

others

2. In the light of this purpose. his review of the passages is
1. adequate. for he answers their objections to regarding success in

work as important.
2. adequate. for he points out that their only fundamental objection is

to dishonest success in work.
3. inadequate, for he includes only what is relevant to his purpose and

leaves out many other points that could he made.
4. inadequate, for he neither recognizes nor refutes important objec-

tions to his position that can he tbund in these passages.

3. In the light of this purpose. the opening sentence
1. %tart% at a good point in reviewing the passages by showing their

outs serious objection to his own position.
2. %tart% at a good point but immediately falls into a misinterpreta-

tion.
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3. starts at a bad point; he should first point out what these passages
say in favor of his position.

4. starts at a bad point; he should first tell what each passage said be-
fore pointing out any conclusion that they hold in common.

4. In the light of this purpose, sentence 14 is
1. the logical conclusion toward which his whole argument is di-

rected.
2. one of the major reasons on which his conclusion is based.
3. only a restatement of his conclusion in slightly different terms.
4. irrelevant to and inconsistent with his conclusion.

5. The student tries to show that "success in work is important" by
1. first refuting the objections of the three passages and then building

up his own case.
2. misrepresenting the arguments of the passages and then refuting

them.
3. overlooking or misstating objections and then asserting and quali-

fying his view.
4. the propaganda devices of name-calling, begging the question.

exaggeration. and reiteration without proof.

6. The studeni misinterprets at least one point in his summary of each
passage, but everything he says about one passage is a misinterpreta-
tion. Which passage is that?
1) Passage I 2) Passage 11 3) Passage III

7. At what point in the paper does the student's development of his own
posit ion begin?
1) Sentence 6 2) Sentence 7 3) Sentence 11 4) Sentence 14

8. There is one logical argument in support of the student's conclusion.
In which of the following sentences is it stated?
1) Sentence 6 2) Sentence 7 3) Sentence 11 4) Sentence 14

9. Which of the tbllowing is the best comment on the student's argu-
ments in support of his conclusion?
1. They are true as far as they go. but the argument is incomplete.
2. They are repetitions of his conclusion in different terms. not argu-

ments to support it.
3. They sound plausible but commit many logical fallacies.
4. There are about twice as many statements opposed to his conclu-

sion as there are in favor of it.
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10. In sentence 1, "use others as stepping stones" was probably suggested
by
1. the remarks about the "sleepers" in Passage 1.
2. a misinterpretation of what Passage II neans by "the moving

finger."
3. the reference to Solomon in Passage III.
4. nothing that is stated or implied in any of the passages.

11. Sentence 2 is
1. intended to summarize the positions of the three passages.
2. intended to state the student's own position.
3. intended to state a point on which the passages and the student

agree.
4. not clear as to which position is intended.

12. Sentences 7-10. This paragraph
1. is a lair statement of the main point at issue.
2. misses the point, which is whether even honest success in work is an

essential element of a good life.
3. misses the point, which is whether individual success makes for

social progress.
4. misses the point, because none of the pass- ges mentions "conceit."

13. Sentence 11 is
1. good. because it gives a reason for regarding success in work as im-

portant.
2. good. because it answers the objections raised by Passage 1.
3. poor. because the last word. something, is vague.
4. poor, because no one needs to be told why success in work is impor-

tant.

14. Compare sentence 2 with sentence 11.
1. The student is inconsistent in these sentences.
2. The student is consistent because these sentences mean the same

thing.
3. The student is consistent if sentence 2 refers to views stated or im-

plied in the passages while sentence 11 refers to the student's own
position.

4. Even so. the student is inconsistent because success is not the same
thing as living a good life.

Directions continued. Items 15 to 20 are concerned with precision and ac-
curacy of expression. Since we have already read and can refer to the pas-
sages that the student is trying to summarize. we can judge which answer
to each of these items gives the most accurate interpretation.
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15. Sentence 3: because thousands of
1. people are often hurt 3. investors are defrauded
2. workmen are injured 4. lives are used up

16. Sentence 4: Passage II says learning is
I) important 2) vital 3) insufficient 4) useless

17. Sentence 4 (after the semicolon): it also says that
1. if you're going to do anything. don't do something you'll regret, for

what's done can't be undone.
2. if you have to decide on a course of action. be very careful, because

one mistake can ruin you.
3. striving to accomplish anything is futile, because everything that

happens is determined by fate.
4. life should be devoted to pleasure, because it will end soon enough

anyway.

18. Sentence 5: food and clothing are nothing compared to
1. everlasting life. 3. the birds and the lilies.
2. health and success in life. 4. the service of God.

19. Sentence 6: there is no happiness in
I. gains made crookedly. 3. material wealth.
2. ill-gotten gains. 4. the fruitful grape.

20. Sentence 16. Which of the following endings of this sentence comes
closest to what the student probably meant?
1. and it takes up all your time.
2. and it does not take up all your time.
3. and if you let it take up all your time.
4. and if you don't let it take up all your time.

Answers

The three passages: 1-3 2.2 3-4 4-3 5-4 6-1 7-1 8-1 9-1 10-4 11-3
12-2 13-2 14-2 15-1 16-2 17-3 18-4 19-4 20-1

The student paper: 1-3 2-4 3-2 4-4 5-3 6-2 7-2 8-3 9-4 10-1 11-4
12-2 13-1 14-3 15-4 16-4 17-3 18-4 19-3 20-4
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A Related Writing Assignment

Passage III is from the New Testament in the King James translation of
the Bible, and it has always made thrifty Christians uncomfortable. The
injunction that is hardest to take literally is "Take therefore no thought
for the morrow." How can we reconcile this advice with the following pas-
sage from the Old Testament in the same translation of the Bible?

Go to the ant, thou sluggard;
Consider her ways, and be wise:
Which, having no guide.
Overseer, or ruler
Provideth her meat in the summer
And gathereth her food in the harvest.

How long wilt thou sleep, 0 sluggard?
When wilt thou arise out of thy sleep?
Net a little sleep, a little slumber,
A little folding of the hands to
So shall thy poverty come as a robber.
And thy want as an armed man.

Write a paper in which you explain and, if possible. resolve the seeming
contradiction between these two passages. You may approach this task in
any way you like, but it may help you to get started if you consider the fol-
lowing suggestions. First. you might explain what the apparent contradic-
tion is. and show the dilemma in which a devout believer is placed. Then
you might write a careful explanation of what you think these passages
mean. supporting your interpretation with relevant quotations. You might
examine the case for the "ant." then the case for the "lilies," giving rea-
sons for acting in accordance with each position, and then showing what
difficulties an extreme adherence to either position would entail. Finally.
you might try to work out a resolution of the conflict: either a way of rec-
onciling the two positions or some middle ground between them that you
would regard as a tenable position. Remember that both passages are
translations. first published in 1611. The words are not those of the origi-
nal writers: some expressions may have changed their meaning or conno-
tations in the centuries that have gone by since this translation was made;
and even as they stand. these passages may be interpreted in different
ways. To show you how widely scholars differ in their interpretations of
these texts. here is a recent. authoritative translation of the last paragraph
in Passage 111: "So do not worry about tomorrow: tomorrow will take care
of itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own."

We hope this assignment will not offend either devout believers in the
Bible or followers of the other great religions of the world. it is not our
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purpose to show that the Bible offers contradictory advice. On the con-
trary. we believe that a careful interpretation of these passages will reveal
no contradiction but only a difference in emphasis: a difference that exists
among the tbllowers of all religions.

You need not worry that a recent decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States tiwbade compulsory reading of the Bible as a devotional
exercise in public schools. The same decision explicitly permitted and even
encouraged voluntary study of the Bible as literature, philosophy, or his-
tory. Here the purpose is literary: the interpretation and comparison of
two passages of singular beauty.

A Comment on This Assignment

It is not necessary for the essay topic to be as closely related as this to the
objective exercise, nor is this a common practice in college examinations.
Indeed, it' the objective sections consist of discrete items, unrelated to any
central theme, as is usually the ease. no such connection in thought is pos-
sible. But if you and your colleagues go to the trouble of preparing objec-
tive exercises on interpretation and criticism that are unified around a
single topic or problem (along the lines of those you have just seen), you
will naturally want the essay written in this session of the examination to
deal with some aspect of the same theme. The students will he "warmed
up" by answering questions on one or more passages dealing with this
theme and on a student paper based on the passages. By that time they
will have given a good deal of thought to the topic and will probably have
generated some ideas of their own that they would like to express.

After all, it is somewhat unnatural and artificial to assemble a group of
students on a given day and ask them all to write a paper about some un-
expected topic that they may never have thought about betbre. We have to
do it because. if we announce the topic several days in advance in order to
give them time to study it and think about it, they may get varying
amounts of help from their icmily or their friends. Keeping the topic a
secret until the examination begins is the only way to make sure that each
paper is the student's own unaided work. It is not wholly unreasonable.
because this is not a test of creative writing; it is a test of ability to write
something coherent and sensible on demand, as those of us who work in
offices have to do every day. Still, it takes students some time to generate
ideas about an unexpected topic; to discard those that, after considera-
tion. seem irrelevant. inconsistent, or indefensible; and then to arrange the
rest in a logical and effective order. It is no wonder that most of them do
not w rite as well in this situation as they do on papers written at home, to
which they have devoted a good deal of time and thought. Only after the
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examination do many of them think of all the good things they ought to
have written.

Whether or not this "warming up" makes enough difference to justify
the time and work involved in preparing such unified examinations, the
foregoing assignment illustrates the sort of extended assignment with a
good deal of "stimulus material" that is often used in college examina-
tions. You can see how much more food for thought it provides than the
brief topics listed on pages 60-61.

D Discrete T;pes of Objective Items

Vocaidaly. The most common type of vocabulary item was illustrated at
the top of page 37: the word to be defined is underlined and is followed by
a choice of three or four defining words and phrases. Every word in these
definitions should be more familiar than the word to be defined. Both
Edgar Dale and I. who have made extensive studies of the familiarity of
English words to American student:;, have found that three-choice vo-
cabulary items work as well as four-choice. The greater element of chance
in the three-choice item is offset by the larger number of responses one can
get per unit of time. Some teachers have the idea that all the choices must
he single words. Such a restriction is pointless: I prefer several words as in
the definition of exploit on page .37: "make use of for one's own benefit."
Here are some other common types of objective vocabulary items:

completins. Which pair of words best tits the meaning of this sentence?
From the start, the islanders, despite an outward . did what
they could to the ruthless occupying power.
1. harmony. assist 2. enmity. embarrass 3. resistance, destroy
4. acquiescence. thwart

Opposites. Which of these is the opposite of the italicised word?
chmirie: 1. slight _2_ temporary 3. wholesome 4. patient

Ana/(4,,iev. Which pair of words is relate0 in the same way as trigger
bullet?

1. handle: drawer 2. holster: gun 3. bulb: light ..4, switch: current
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RighlWPYINg ?WPM'S. Mark each sentence H (right) if the italici/ed
word is used correctly; W (wrong) it' it is used incorrectly.

I adjure you to treat the matter confidentially. (H)
A barely m/pubte heartbeat showed that the victim was still alive. (W)

listening comptvhension. Listening comprehension passages and items
are prepared in the same way as reading comprehension passages and
items, and we have seen plenty of examples of the latter on pages 63-68.
The main difti:rences tire that the passages (which are read aloud by the
teacher) should be material of a sort that is normally listened to rather
than read: stories. conversations, lectures. directions, short and relatively
simple poems, etc. The test booklets that students mark have only the tour
answers to each question. but not the questions themselves, which are read
aloud by the teacher. For example. the first story in a test of this sort is
about an eagle and a tbs. The first item in the test booklet has only this:
11 Looking tbr trod. 2) Sleeping on a rock. 3) Trying to hide from the eagle.
4) Drinking from the stream. These make no sense until the teacher fin-
ishes the story and reads the first question: What was the t'ox cub doing
when the eagle saw it? Then it is clear that the correct answer is 2) Sleep-
ing on a rock. This device keeps the students from marking their answers
during the reading of the passages.

English usage. sentence structure, and punctuation. There are innumera-
able ways of testing students' knowledge of the rules and conventions of a
language and no clear-cut superiority of one way over another in terms of
correlations with carefully determined grades on samples of the students'
own writing. I used to use student papers with a large number of errors.
including some that I inserted myself. These were printed in the left-hand
column of a divided page with certain portions underlined or enclosed in
brackets. Opposite each marked portion were from two to four ways of
writing, arranging. or punctuating it. always starting with the one that
appeared in the left-hand column. To keep students from assuming that
this first choice was always wrong. I would sometimes put the best choice
ou the left side and transfer what the student had written to the right-hand
column as one of the choices. Sometimes the intended answer was to trans-
fer that part of the sentence to some other place; sometimes it was to omit
that part entirely. Although this was a realistic way of testing correctness
of expression. since it virtually duplicated the act of proofreading. I was
never able to prove that it yielded results that were superior to thew of
other item types that were easier to prepare and assemble. By using actual
student writing. I was stuck with whatever errors a particular student hap-
pened to make. plus a few that I inserted. and these might or might not
reflect the weaknesses of the class or the rules we had been studying.
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I therefore abandoned this eltina at realism in testing and substituted
discrete items in which no sentence had any connection in thought with
any other sentence. I had a long list of the most common errors in the writ-
ing of American students that persist through the freshman year in college
(age 18). I embodied each error in a sentence and broke up the sentence
into three lines of about equal length, making sure that the whole error lay
within one of the three lines. The direcuons were simply to mark the line
that contained an error or 0 if there was no error. One can test the ability
to detect almost any type of error in usage. word choices, sentence struc-

're. and punctuation in this format. At tirst 1 included spelling errors.
but even good students and teachers tended to overlook them in this type
of test: they were looking tier bigger game. Hence I cut out the spelling
errors and made separate spelling tests of 100 words each, about half
spelled correctly and the rest incorrectly, to be marked R (right) or W
(wrong).

Here are just a few examples of the three-line sentence item-type:

1. She asked whether
2. we would be ready
3. to leave by noon?

1. Last Saturday Chester and
2. Bud went fishing and
3. brought hack ten of them.

. She is one of those rare
2. w omen who never cares about
3. wearing stylish clothes.

1. His last address
was seventy-tbur

3. Poe Lane, Albany.

1. "Please don't do
1 that ". said Mary
3. to her sister.

1. If I had known that the
2. assignment was important,

I would of done it quickly.

It is obvious that such items are easy to write. assemble. reproduce, and
score. They approximate the act of proofreading one's own work, since
there are no marked portions drawing attention to possible errors, and one
is not told what kinds of errors to look for: one has to be ready for any-
thing. Such items do not test the ability to correct such errors or avoid
them in one's own writing. but students w ho are good at detecting them
tend also to be good at correcting and avoiding them. If my memory is cor-
rect, this item-type was tirst suggested by S. Donald Melville when he was
the director of the Cooperative Test Division of EIS. It makes the work of
preparing objective tests of English usage a great deal easier than any
other item-type I have used for this purpose. and it works as well as any
other.
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Common Errors In Usage and Sentence Structure

In a tryout of 580 items of the three-line sentence type in secondary
schools, I found that the items most frequently missed (marked incorrect -
ly) could be classified under the following 20 headings. When the name of
the error is universally understood by teachers of English. I give only the
name: otherwise I give a brief statement of the rule that was violated,
sometimes with a warning that modern linguists and editors accept certain
constructions that were formerly regarded as errors.

1. Sentence fragment, incomplete sentence (if unintentional)
2. Comma splice. fused sentence (main clauses joined only by a comma

without a conjunction, or by nothing at all)
3. Run-on or strung-together sentences (more than two main clauses un-

less they are short, of the same pattern, or separated by semicolons)
4. Carelessly omitted words or parts of words. especially endings
5. Careless or needless repetition

6. Adjective for adverb and vice versa
7. Confusion of subject and object forms of six pronouns, I. we, he, she.

they. who. Many linguists accept who as an object form, especially in
questions. but whom is not accepted as a subject form.

8. Shall-will. shoukl-would. The rules governing these word choices are
so complex and so rarely mastered that some linguists advise using
will and would regularly: should only in the sense ot' ought to. In cur-
rent American speech, will occurs 217 times for every shall: would
nine times for every should. British usage differs from American on
this point and uses .shall and should more frequently.

9. Subject-verb agreement, especially after there and after a compound
subject joined by and or or. Speakers of some American dialects often
omit tinal -s in writing because they neither hear it nor pronounce it.

10. Indefinites such as anyone, anybody, someone. everybody. each.
either. neither and none take a singular verb and following pronoun if
the meaning permits; but none and neither are often plural, and
sometimes both singular and plural follow, as in "Everybody was
there. but they have gone. home." and "It' anyone calls, tell them to
call back."

11. Pronoun-antecedent agreement: two antecedents with and usually re-
quire the plural; with or the pronoun agrees with the nearer antece-
dent.

12. Pronoun reference: what a pronoun refers to should be clear from the
sentence structure. meaning, or context; but it. this. that. and which
may refer to the whole preceding clause if no ambiguity results.

13. Tense: wrong form, improper sequence. needless shift.
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14. Parallel structure; sentence elements having the same function should,
it' possible, be parallel in form (e.g., not a clause, a gerund, an infini-
tive, and a noun as members of the same series).

15 Misplaced modifiers (especially dangling participles and only) should
be counted as errors only if they appear to modify something they can-
not logically modify. often with ludicrous effect.

16. Abbreviations: the safest rule is to avoid abbreviations in sentences
except Mr.. Mrs.. Ms.. Dr.. St. (Saint), a.m., and p.m.; Hon. and Rev,
may be used only when the first name. initials. Mr. or Dr. precedes the
surname.

I". Contractions (such as don't) are permissible in anything less formal
than a dissertation, but some students have to he cautioned against
excessive use of them.
Possessives: omitted or misplaced apostrophe: her's. it's. roar's.
their..s, and who's are incorrect. There has been a long controversy
over whether the possessive should be used before -ing forms, but our
editors now tend to accept either "I'm surprised at his saying that" or
"I'm surprised at him saying that."

Ig. Numbers: some publications now use figures for even small numbers
like 2 or 3, but most prefer writing out numbers in sentences unless
more than two words are required, unless several numbers occur in
the same sentence. and unless they are pages or divisions of a book,
street numbers, dates, and time of day it' followed by a.m. or p.m.
Numbers like SI() million are now common. A number beginning a
sentence must be written out.

20. Capitals: although usage varies. we generally capitalize names of per-
sons, places. languages. organizations, days, months, holidays; histor-
ical periods, events, or documents; titles before names; first word and
all others except articles. prepositions, and conjunctions in titles of
publications and papers written by students (but not always in biblio-
graphic entries). first word in every line of poetry (or as printed); first

ord in every s':ntcnce including quotations and inserted statements.

The remaining types of three-line sentence items that gave American
students the most ti ouble were connected with the use of the following
punctuation marks: comma, dash. semicolon. colon. question mark. apos-
troph,... ellipses. quotation marks. and breaks within quotations. I omit all
errors in yyord choices. since there are too many ti classify.

N1% final %%ord of advice on such tests is not to despise them. Objective
test items can easily. quickly and reliably test a student's knowledge of the
rules and conventions of Fnglish. In writing. if a student is not sure that he
knows how to use a certain construction, he can change his sentence to
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avoid using it. but in an objective test, you can give him a sentence with
that construction in it. and he has to decide whether it is correct or incor-
rect. Arguments over whether answering objective items "is the same thing
as" actual writing or speaking are futile. For that matter, writing one essay
is not "the same thing as" writing another essay, even on the same day; we
have seen that even the most carefully determined grades on such essays
rarely correlate higher than .70. Then the really astonishing thing is that
scores on a good objective test of English usage often correlate about .70
with averages of the two essay grades. It does not matter that they do not
"really" measure "the same thing." If students who are good at one also
tend to be good at the other, and vice versa, then it is a good indicator of
proficiency in written English. Call it an editing test it' you like, but I can
promise you that students who do well on it also tend to he good writers.
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A Short Test of Knowledge of Grammar

Although I have frequently inveighed against the teaching of English
grammar. since most students refuse to learn it, and research in several
countries over a long period of time has shown little, if any, connection be-
tween any type of grammar, traditional or modern, and improvement in
writing. I have to admit that most teachers of composition devote an in-
ordinate amount of time to it. I often suspect that they run away from the
problem of teaching writing and teach grammar instead. Wondering how
this time could be shortened, I wrote out the rules governing standard
usage in the most common types of errors (described in the last section)
and counted the number of technical grammatical terms that I had to use
in stating them. I found that 1 could get by with tbrty. which I arranged in
five groups as follows:

1. active, passive, linking; subject, veil,, object, complement; helping
verb

2. phrase. clause (independent, subordinate, coordinate); simple, com-
pound. complex

3. noun. pronoun. adjective. adverb, preposition, conjunction, article.
interjection

4. singular. plural. possessive; tense, perfect; modify, agree. apposition
5. number, case, person; infinitive. participle. gerund; conditional,

parenthetical

Some linguists insist that there are only tour parts of speech, but they
treat pronouns as a subclass of nouns; they begin talking about preposi-
tions when they get to phrases. and conjunctions when they get to clauses;
and they call articles "determiners.** but I can see no advantage over the
tiouiliar term. I included interim/on only because I had to use it in the
rule about setting it Off with a comma or exclamation point.

Many linguists treat the passive as a transtbrmation, but in my experi-
ence young students do not grasp it unless it is included in the list of basic
sentence pat..rns. The term ''transitive.'' however, seems to me to make
more trouble than it is worth, and I doubt that young students need to dis-
tinguish direct and indirect objects. When a sentence contains both, I de-
scribe it as subject verb object object.

Some teachers may want to add a few terms to my list. but I doubt that
anyone w ould really need more than fifty. The quickest way I know to find
out w het her students can use such terms in describing a sentence is illus-
trated by the following test.
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The "Shadow" Test

Directions: Encircle the number of 6. What is and what can be the use
the best answer to each question. of him?

The test is based on one sentence:

I have a little shadow that goes in
and out with me and what can be the
use of him is more than I can see.

1. This sentence may be hard to
read because one comma has been
left out. Where would you put a
comma to break up the sentence
into two main parts?

1 After shadow
2. After me
3. After him
4. After more

2. What kind of sentence is this?

1 Simple
2. Complex
3. Compound
4. Compound -complex

3. What is I have a little shadow?

1. The subject of the sentence
2. The first independent clause
3. The first subordinate clause
4. The subject of him (line 3)

4. What is that goes in and out with
me?

I. The first independent clause
2. A subordinate clause, object of

hare,
:3. A subordinate clause modifying

shaebew
4. A subordinate clause modifying

gut's

5. What is and?

1. A coordinating conjunction
2. A subordinating conjunction
3. A relative pronoun
4. A preposition modifying what

1. The second independent clause
2. A subordinate clause modifying

shadow
3. A subordinate clause, subject of

is
4. A subordinate clause, subject of

see

7. What is than I can see?

1. The second independent clause
2. A subordinate clause, object of is
3. A subordinate clause, object of

more
4. A subordinate clause modifying

more

8. What is is?

I. Verb of second independent
clause

2. Verb of second subordinate
clause

3. Verb modifying more
4. A verb that does not have a sub-

ject

9. What is more?

1. A coordinating conjunction
2. A subordinating conjunction
3. An adverb modifying than I can

Sf'f'
4. A linking-verb complement

10. What is the subject of the first
independent clause?

1.

2. shaeleew
3. I hart, a Nth. shadow
4. that yews in and ant with me

11. What is the subject of the sec-
ond independent clause?

1. shado
2. that goes in and out
3. what ran ht the' use' of him
.1. ?no' that I ran sre,



12. How many subordinate clauses
are there in this sentence?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

13. What is the subject of the first
subordinate clause?

1. shadow
2. that
3. what
4. more

14. What is the subject of the sec-
ond subordinate clause?

1. what
2. use
3. him
4. more

15. What is the subject of the third
subordinate clause?

1. There is no third subordinate
clause.

2. what
:3. use
4. I
16. What is the verb of the first in-
dependent clause?

1. have
2. goes
:3. ran he
4. ran see'

17. What is the verb of the second
independent clause?

1. gm's
2. ran be
3. is
4. ran see

Is. What is shadow?

1. Subject 01 the whole sentence
2. Object of hare
:3. A linkingverb complement
4. Object of the preposition little

19. What are in and out?

1. l'reposit ions
2. Adverbs
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3. Objects of goes
4. Adjectives modifying with me

20. What does with me modify?
1. shadow
2. have
3. goes
4. in and out

21. What is what?
1. A relative pronoun
2. An interrogative pronoun
3. An indefinite pronoun
4. A personal pronoun

22. What is of him?

1. Object of the verb use
2. Prepositional phrase modifying

use
3. Prepositional phrase, subject of

is more
4. Prepositional phrase modifying

can be

23. What is than?

1. A coordinating conjunction
2. A subordinating conjunction
3. An adverb modifying can see
4. A relative pronoun, object of

can see

24. Can be is a different form of the
same' verb as

1. have.
2. goes.
:3. is.
4. ran see.

25. What is ran in can be and can
see?

1. An adverb
2. An auxiliary
3. The subject
-1. The object

26. The subordinate clauses in this
sentence have three of the' following
funeticins. Which one' do they nut
have?

1. Noun
2. Verb
3. Adjective
.1. Adverb
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Here is the sentence again: I have a little shadow that goes in and out with me
and what can be the use of him is more than I can see.

Rewrite this sentence in us many of the following ways as you can. Use the
same words that are in this sentence but change the form and order of these
words as required. Try not to change or omit any of the ideas expressed by this
sentence. Each rewritten version should be a single complete sentence.

27. Start with I had a little shadow.

28. Start with I cannot see the use.

29. Start with The children had.

30. Start with Do you have.

31. Start with What can be the use.

32. Start with Going in and out with me.

33. Start with More than I can see.

34. Start with Go in and out.



E Learning to Write

I do not want to end this booklet with treatments of mechanical errors
and grammatical terms, because teachers devote altogether too much time
to them already. To give a broader view of what students need to learn
about writingat least by the end of the freshman year in college-1 have
decided to conclude with a list of ninety-six things that I have tried to
teach in one way or another: by direct instruction, by comments on
papers. and in conferences with students. They may be regarded as an ex-
tended list of objectives. but I wanted my students to read it so that there
would be no mystery about what I intended to teach. Hence I could not use
the maddening repetition of "Ability to . . . Ability to . .. Ability to . . ..
nor the form of statement advocated by Magers and others: "Given a set
of twenty sentences. students will indicate which ones contain colorful
words or expressions with not more than Ibur errors." Even teachers
would refuse to read ninety-six statements of that sort. I theretbre decided
to state my goals in the tbrm of advice to students on learning to write,
with as much variety of statement as possible. I began with the following
paragraph to show that I did not expect all students to tbllow all these in-
junctions all of the time:

"No general statement about writing. including this one, is 100 percent
trt..!. The following statements are probably true of 10 to 90 percent of
good writing. They are no less useful because they are not universally true.
What even 10 percent of good writers do most of the time. or what all good
writers do even 10 percent of the time, is likely to he suggestive and
helpful."

45
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A. The Writer

1. Students should torm a definite and serious intention of.becoming good
writers, fully realizing the difficulty, the feasibility, and the value of the
enterprise. They should not take this intention for granted. They should
consider the question seriously and at length, make up their minds delib-
erately, and mark their resolution by some outward act. It may be neces-
sary to start from a conviction of sin: an awareness of the limitations of
their present writing, and a deep concern about it. At the other end of the
wale they should recognize excellent writing when they see it and wish to
emulate it.

2. Students should feel a glow of exultation when they have written a good
phrase, sentence, paragraph, or paper. They should care enough about the
quality of their writing to spend the time necessary to do a good job. They
should realize that practiced writers will gladly spend an hour or more
over each page.

3. Writers must be willing to throw away hard-written paragraphs or
pages. even though they are clever, once it becomes clear that they do not
belong. They must cultivate the art of waste-basketry.

4. When students have to %%rite something, they should set about it
promptly, with confidence that they can do it well. They should not post-
pone the task indefinitely because they feel that they "can't write."

5. The first step in writing is to think about the problem or topicnot to
begin writing anything that comes to mind, not to search through books
for an idea, and not to run away from the problem and write about some-
thing else. Fifteen minutes of honest thinking about any problem will
usually yield some idea about it that is worth writing down. The way to
interest people is to have an idea.

n. The ideas about a problem or topic that occur tvi one in the process of
thinking about it are the only things worth writing downnot what some-
one else has said about it. what people usually say about it. or what you
think the teacher would like you to say about it. Information about a topic
should never be used in place of an idea: it should be used only to support
or illustrate an idea. Students should not be dismayed if the ideas that
occur to them (lo not solve the whole problem. and they should not expect
to present very many or very important ideas. One small idea per paper is
abo% e average.

Students should be cautious but transferring to a new problem the
thinking they hay... done about a previous problem. It is well to see rela-
tionships. hut not to save wear and tear on the brain tissue by using an old
idea over again. In too many cases the old idea does not really tit the new
problem.
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h. Writing should give assurance that the writer is capable of looking a
fact in the face, of taking a definite stand, of telling the truth rather than
what he thinks people will like. It should not leave the impression that the
writer wants above everything else to avoid trouble--even at the cost of
saying nothing.

4. The most tiresome writing in the world is that which tries to protect it-
self from every possible attack by putting in every possible exception. qual-
itivation, and condition. It is like the aged spinster who still looks underthe bed but no man is sufficiently interested to hide there.
W. Writing should cut through the obvious, conventional, easy thing to
say to the real issues underneath: to true feeling. fresh perception, inde-
pendent thinking, on however humble a level. Pretentious writing is the
most likely to miss this quality. Writing should mean something. not just
mouth words.

11. Writers should he willing to reveal themselves, not as they would like
to be. but as they are, confident that qualiticd readers will understand and
be interested. The model to imitate is the honest candor of a conversation
bow cc n friends.

B. The Whole Paper

12. A paper ought to have a plan that will be apparent to the discerning
reader.

13. A paper ought to have one central purpose. point. or idea. which We
shall refer to hereafter as the "theme.- The student should consider ve-y
carefull% w hat he wants to accomplish: what impression or conclusion he

ishes to leae with the reader. In the beginning he should practice formu-
lating his central point or purpose in a single sentence and writing it down.
14. The title should be related to the theme. It should delimit the field ofthe paper as sharply as possible without sacrificing other desiderata. !t
should be brief, and the w ords chosen should be in keeping with the tone
of the paper. It the subject warrants it, the title may be arrestingbut
young writers strain too hard to make it arresting.

15. Apart from the introduction and conclusion. there should rarely be
more than three or font' Main divisions in the short papers that students
,k rite. .1 he student should list the points he wants to cover. eliminate thosethat are not essential to the theme, and group the rest under not more than
three or lour main headings. fie should in A the points he w ants to em-phasi/e and consider %% hat point will furnish the best entrance into hissubject.
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16. Each main point should he clearly related to the theme, and should re-
veal the way in which it is related: e.g.. as illustration, proof. application.
etc.

17. The points in a paper should he arranged in the order that tits best (a)
the purpose in writing. (h) the logical requirements of the subject. and (c)
the requirements of the audiencewhat they-already know, what they will
accept without question, what they will oppose. criticize, or misunder-
stand, and what will move them most powerfully.

18. There should he a clearly marked beginning and endiv:4.

19. The beginning should (a) he clearly related to the theme. (h) catch the
reader's interest. (c) show that the topic deserves consideration; that it is
interesting, important, or timely, and (d) state or suggest the purpose.
scope. and general method of organization.

20. The paper may begin with a direct reference to the title (never with
"this'' or "it- intended vaguely to refer to the title), with a statement or
quotation bearing on the subject. with a pertinent narrative, with back-
eround information. with an explanation of the timeliness or importance
of the topic. or in other was too numerous to mention. One writer sug-
gests: "A paper that begiQs on a moralizing tone will never come to any-

thing."

21. The paper should stick to the scheme of organization stated or im-
plied in the beginning. or to the underlying pattern of organization, even
w hen it is not indicated in advance. A paper should not start out as one
thing and then turn into something elseexcept for good reason, and with
appropriate indications of the shift. A combination of two types of organ-
ization. however, is not necessarily inconsistent: cause and ef ect. for ex-
ample. frequently requires a chronological organization as well.

22. Some of the common methods of organization are by time, space.
cause and effect, familiar to unfamiliar. classification, division, definition,
comparison and contrast. analogy, the order of impressions. the order of
climax. etc. These are not the only possible types of organization. They
rarely exist in a pure form: most actual schemes of organization could he
described only in terms of two or more of these headings.

23. Students should be able to organize the same material in different
as to suit different purposes, occasions. or audiences.

24. Within a chronological organization it should he noted that usually
events cannot be related in a strict time sequence without confusing two or
more trains of events. One train should be t011owed to a convenient break
in the narrative betiwe starting another.
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25. A story should be told from a consistent "point of view." using only
events that could have been observed from that point of vim. if other
events are necessary to the story. the observer should have some plausible
way of learning about them.

26. A long paper may need to be enlivened by changes of pace: e.g.. by
examining some parts slowly and analytically, then quickly sketching out
several others that present no new problems. etc.

27. Students should be able to clarify and illuminate an abstract discus-
sion by the use of analogy without relying upon it as proof.

28. Students should be able to write an accurate literal definition, without
circularity, and to expand the meaning of a key term or concept by an ex-
tended definition. developed by classification, function. distinctions,
historical causation. etc.

29. The most important parts of the paper should be treated at greatest
length or with the greatest emphasisby position. choice of words, or
manner of statement. If necessary, one may say directlyin so many
wordsthat a given part is important. The other parts should be treated
in proportion to their importance. difficulty, or interest.

30. The ending should (a) if necessary, recall the chief points that have
been made. (b) state or suggest the conclusion that has been reached, the
resolution of the conflict or problem. (e) (possibly) show some application
of this conclusion, suggest next steps. etc., (d) point up or heighten the
emotional and imaginative significance of what has been said, (e) show
what has been said as one thing, even though it has been presented in re-
lated pieces. Sentimental and moralistic endings should be avoided.

C. Paragraphs

31. Paragraphs should he distinct. each dealing with a clearly separable
phase of the theme. and unified, with every sentence clearly related to the
topic sentence or central idea.

32. Paragraphs should he joined by smooth transitions that indicate or re-
flect the relationship of the paragraphs to the cetral theme and to one
another.

33. Transitions may be made by connectives. by direct statenkits of rela-
tionship. by repetition of key terms, and, above all. by a close connection
in thought.
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34. A paragraph should have a beginning and an end, and should move in

an orderly fashion between the two. The sentences should go from one
consideration to another like a train of thought, The discerning reader
should he able to see the connection between each sentence and the one
preceding. He should never feel that a sentence should hee occupied
some other position in the paragraph.

35. The topic sentence or central idea of a paragraph may be developed by
definition or explanation of terms, by distinguishing it front some other
idea with which it may be confused, by repetition with variation, by de-
tails. instances, examples. comparison. contrast, analogy, proof, cause,
effect, chronological development, and by other means too numerous to
mention. The student should collect as many and as forceful details as are

necessary to explain or support the central idea, in proportion to its im-
portance in the paper as a whole.

30. The development of an idea should include references to common and
familiar things to make the thought clear and the emotion lively. The
clumsy do it mechanically, first stating an idea abstractly, then giving an
example. The adroit can develop the idea concretely from the beginning.

D. Sentences

37. It is frequently said that a sentence should usually put the idea that is

to be emphasized in the main clause. subordinate ideas in dependent
clauses and modifiers. This rule is highly questionable. Note that the very
sentence that states the rule does not obey it, nor does this sentence or the
next. and none of them would be greatly improved by Wowing this princi-
ple. Perhaps a better rule is that the form of a crucial sentence should be

so manipulated that the idea to be emphasized will come either first or
last.

38. A sentence should tit smoothly into ontext by its choice and ar-
rangement of words. In a long sentence, the First part should grow out of
the preceding sentence: the last part should lead into the t011owing
sentence.

3q. Tile ways in which sentences are linked together. without overworking

trite connect is es like "however- and "therefore.- is an important and
timeconsuming subject of tudy. The chief means is a close connection in
thought. so that each sentence has some logical relationship to the sur
rounding sentences. No new terms or ideas that are likely to be strange to

the reader should be introduced without preparation or explanation. A
helpful device is the repetition of a key term, or synonym for it.
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40. 'the modern sentence tends to be "loose" in construction. in general.
students should not try to imitate the "balanced" or "periodic" style of the
set enteenth century eseept in occa4tional entowes tit.signed tor special el.
lects. On the other hand, the should be able to get necessary tivalillea
lions out of the wit) lieltie making their main point,

41, The structure of a sentence should be simple and easy to ihwy, A
large number of subordinate clauses may he used only when they all have
the sanw pattern or function "That man has had a liberal education
tt ho , who who .... and who . ."). Clauses subordinate to subor,
dimity clauses should he used in moderation, and hardly O'er a third order
of subordination.

41. Subordinate clauses should be introduced by connectives that clearly
and correctly indicate the relationship of the subordinate idea to the main
idea.

43. One should be able to write sentences in many forms to tit the mood,
to make the meaning clear, to flow into the surrounding sentences. or to
make a point stand out. The length, order. and pattern of successive sett.
tences should be varied except when repetition is desired for emphasis.

44. .1 sentence usually consists of a subject, verb, and (maybe) an object or
complement. Each of these elements may he modified by words, phrases,
or clauses. Then there 'nay be a comma followed by "and,'' "or." or
-but," a semicolon followed by a conjunction like "thereltire," or a semi,
colon t ithout any other connective, These may be followed by another
subject, verb, :taut (maybe) an object or complement, and each of these ele-
ments may be modified by words. phrases, or clauses, as betre. But then,
except in most unusual cirettnistattees, it is well to stop. There should
hardly eYer he three main clauses except when they are short and of the
some pattern: -I came: I sett : I conquered," or -He came, and we told
him, but he would not listen."

45',. Another liniitat ion on the length (Ira sentence is that it should contain
only one idea. The idea may have several parts. but when it becomes two
ideas. it requires a second sentence. In practice. of course, it is sometimes
hard to tell where to draw the line, but criticism on this point will develop
judgment.

4n. On the other hand, a st le composed almost exclusively of very short
sentences sounds choppy and immature. Several adjacent sentences of this
sort are usually related to one central idea: one tells the cause, another the
time. a third the consequence. etc. With practice. one can turn most of
these sentences into subordinate clauses or modifiers.
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4". A sin that is almost unforgivable in college is the joining of two sepa-
rate sentences by nothing but a comma, that betrays an abysmal lack of
"sentence sense,"

4S. The flow of thought within a sentence, except in unusual circumstan-
ces (and for special effects, as in the works of Henry James), should not, as
in this one, he interrupted (again and again!) by the insertion of too many,
possibly unnecessary, parenthetical elements.

44. A sentence should come to the point with reasonable dispatch. The
necessary qualifications may be subordinated, buried in the middle, or
added later.

50. If a sentence lends itself' to climactic order, the climax should not be
spoiled by revealing the most powerful idea betbre the end, or by adding
qualifying words and phrases after it.

51. A primary quality of good writing is energynot to he confused with a
facade of exclamation points, violent language, exaggeration, etc. Wheth-
e poised or exuberant, the sentences should have a go about them.

52. Constructions within a sentence should he consistent with one anoth-
er. There should be no unnecessary shifts in subject, voice, tense, person,
or number. Phrases and clauses having the same function should usually
he parallel in firm.

53. The reference of pronouns and of modifiers should be clear. When
starting ith a participle, it should not be left dangling, as in this sentence.

54. In general, related words should he placed near one another. A good
trick to learn, for example. is that of placing an adverb directly before or
after the verb it modifies, whenever its normal position toward the end of
the clause makes trouble with the following clause.

55. A sentence should not contain any word that can he omitted without
spoiling the intended effect. On the other hand, constructions must he
complete: necessary words must not be omitted. "Of,- "that," and the
second member of a comparison are frequently omitted without justifica-
tion.

5n. A sentence should not he so ambiguous that a qualified and well-dis-
posed reader will have any serious doubt as to what is meant. On the other
hand, the attempt to remove every possible ambiguity results in a tire-
some. legalistic style. Precision should he sought only where it is impor-
tant. and to the degree necessary for the end in view. It is achieved even
more h% manipulation of the context than by choice of words.
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5'1, One should learn to use controlled ambiguity (a) to avoid unnecessary
argument. tb) to arouse emotion, and (c) to enrich meaning. Perhaps its
most common use in daily lite is the "white lie" and the "face-saving for-
mula:" At the other end of the scale. something like the "Four Freedoms"
can command devotion where a bill of particulars would provoke dissen-
sion.

E. Words, Phrases, Figures of Speech

5$. Words should he chosen with an eye to ta) clarity, aiming at the degree
of precision appropriate to the context; (h) appiwpriateness to tone and
purpose; te) e/jectiveness, using specific. vivid. forceful, or unexpected
words at points of emphasis; (d) euphony, avoiding words that are hard to
pronounce together; unintended rhyme, alliteration, or assonance; and
aw kward, choppy rhythm.

54. One should learn to use a kw words in unexpected senses and con-
texts that awaken a fresh perception of their meaning te.g., a tine, large
morning). A failure in this attempt is a malapropism. but the risk is worth
taking.

ho. In general, little words are better than big words. but sometimes a big
word is indispensable.

61. A word should not he repeated within or near a sentence except for
good reason. such as clarity. emphasis. or connection. This rule does not
applY to articles, prepositions. conjunctions, or pronouns. On a larger
scale. a sentence should not go over the same ground twice.

h2. Adjectives and adverbs should he used in moderation.

61 In general. active verbs are better than passive verbs.

h4. One should avoid jargon: words and phrases that mean nothing. un-
necessary technical terms, and words too often profaned.

63. One should not mix levels of usage. It' a paper 1,, formal. it should not
use colloquial or slang words or constructions. If it is informal. it should
not include words, sentences, and constructions which. in that context.
sound pompous and out of character.

66. A figure of speech should be capable of being reduced to a proportion
that will rotal the intended relationship.

SuLk.essb, e figures of speech should he consistent with one another. A
metaphor should not come in like a lion and then proceed to gild the Iil,.
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ti4. One should rel%lite that all language is metaphorical: that words could
not cover the flux of experience without metaphorical extensions of their
root senses. Figures of speech are not mere ornaments; they are economi-
cal ways of conveying meanings.

O. One should be able to distinguish the literal meaning of a metaphor
from the intended meaning. Since Richards' terms. "vehicle" and "ten-
or." have not be:ome current, the terms "literal meaning" and "figurative
meaning" may help to make this distinction.

F. Semantic Considerations

O. Words should not be used as though they were identical with the
things they represent. "This is X" should be understood as "For present
purposes this may he classified under X because in certain respects. but
not in all. it is like other things that we classify under X,"

71. A word usually carries several different meanings. The context should
indicate which of these meanings is intended and should warn a qualified
reader against meanings that are not intended.

71 One should not impute a single. fixed meaning to a word and base a
-iosition upon it when other meanings may be intended or understood.

MEANING AND MEANINGS

Shortly after I. A. Richards became University Professor at Harvard, I
had the privilege of serving for one year as one of his assistants.

He had many distinguished visitors, sonic of whom questioned his more
paradoxical opinions. One of them said, "I can accept your ger:ral position
that any English word can he given almost any meaning by its context, but
surely there are limits. How, fiir example. could anyone make the word
house Mean hreadr

Without hesitation, Richards quoted a line from "The Bugler's First
Contnninite. by Gerard Manley Hopkins, referring to the communion
bread:

-Hiding in leat-light house his too huge godhead.''
Another sisitor said, "I recugniie that words has e different meanings in

different contexts. For example. in one context the word rest may mean re.
mamder; in another :on text it may mean repose. But too seem to he saving
that sometimes a word can carry two such meanings simultaneously. Apart
from puns. which are trivial. how could such a word as rest in a given con-
text mean both remainder anti reposer

Rig hanis rolled his eves heasetmarcl tor lust a moment and then quoted
the (king speech of Hamlet:

i he rest is silence
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/.1. One should not impute greater speeilicity of meaning to a word than is
indicated by ute context. When a word is used loosely, with several pos.
sible meanings in mind, one should not ;exult: that it is intended to oiciw
one quite definite thing.

74. One should recognize and allow for shifts in the meanings of w1rds
from one context to another. This is not only inevitable but highly desir-
able except within a single train of deductive reasoning.

'5. One should be sensitive to the need tint a clear definition or under-
standing (through context) of crucial terms in statements intended to be
precise. or to lead to important decisions,

70. One should not use or be misled by the trick of securing assent to a
proposition using a key word in one sense, and then extending this agree-
ment to another proposition using the same word in a different sense.

". One should not hope to carry meaning solely by a careful choice of
terms. One should a'so indicate the sense in which one is using them by a
context that makes them unambiguous.

"8. One should not stretch the meaning of a term beyond the probable
capacity of one's audience to grasp and retain. One should expect a com-
mon term used in a technical sense to revert many times in the course of a
discussion to its common range of meanings.

in dealing with general statements or abstractions one should be able.
it challenged. to point to concrete things or operations on which the ab-
stractions are based.

MO. All language is both "referential- and "emotive": it produces a re-
sponse that is a blend of thought and feeling. Neither function is "higher-
tthan thy: other; they are inseparable, and a detect in either will impair the
other. Students should watch the emotiianal t.oloring of the words they use,
making sure that it is in harmony with the thought. and on the highest lev-
el that the thought will sustain.

G. Argument and Rhetoric

hi. Students should he able to classify arguments as inductive or deduc-
tive and recogniie that both are usually imolved in persuasive writing.

Students should be able to construct an inductive argument with care-
ful regard to adequacy of sampling, statistical significance (when neces-
sar and limitation of the generality of the conclusion.
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SI Students should be able to construct a deducttw argument with care
Itli regard to the validity of the premises, the consistency or terms and
propositions, the avoidance of t'allacies, and the soundness of each step in
the reasoning,

5.4, Students should be able to recognize, refute, and avoid common fat
laeies.

SS. Students should reetTnite the rule of definitions and assumptions in
argument ami should be able to bring to light hidden assumptions by sup-
plying missing premises.

sn. Students should be able to adapt an argument to a given occasion and
audience by such means as organization, establishing an appropriate
character for the speaker, modifying the patterns of sentences, using
appropriate words and figures of speech, etc.

H. Style

S. Students should realize that, in one important sense, style is not the
natural and inevitable expression of a personality in writing but the
gradual discovery and adoption of successful was of achieving certain
purposes in writing. It becomes habitual and recognizable only to the ex-
tent that the writer's purposes are foirly constant, and he keeps using and
developing the same means of achieving them. This view of style is more
fruitful than the personality theory because it dispels mystery and gives
students something to do besides waiting for their personalities to achieve
their predestined form. They should clarify their purposes in writing and
set about discovering successful ways of achieving them.

MS. Students should realize that the selection of details is an important
clement of style and is conditioned by the purpose in writing.

84. Students should recognize and be able to produce the effects achieved
In selection of words: by carious levels of usage, in concrete (image-bear-
ing) es. abstract words, by emotionally charged vs. neutral words, by the
proportion of content to structure words. etc.

lift Students should be able to use appropriate figurative language to clar-
ity an idea, to add interest. and to intensify emotion.

(11. Students should recognize and he able to produce the effects achieved
Ise c ant patterns of sentences: long or short, hard or easy to follow, nor-
uhtl, interrupted, or inverted patterns, few or many connectives of the
ous tpt..s, etc.
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Students should 1w aware of the sound and rhythm of their sentences
, ilea read aloud. They hoidd he able to write sentences in which similar
metrical patterns are repeated, or suddenly changed, for emotional effects.
I hey should equally avoid harshness and thy musical effects of poetry that
are inappropriate to prose. They should watch towel and consonant
sounds so that there is a pleasing variety without incongruity or awkward.
Mess.

Si Udell % should he able to recognite and produce the effect of a
change of pace in the movement front quiet and deliberate to
hurried, ewited, or passionate.

4 1. Students should he able to adapt their style to various literary forms
such as payable, table, dialogue, familiar essay. 0'114:N11, scientific report.
etc.

45. Students should he able to adapt their style to their attitude toward
the subject !what Richards calls "tone"): admiration, irony, itwective, oh.
teen% appraial. etc,

tin, Students should develop a sustained interest in stylistic effects which
they c tine upon in reading, and in discovering the means 1w which they
tt ere achieved, to the end that they may gradually. achieve a readable prose
st le of t heir ow i almost too much to expect that any students except
born w ttters will achi v a mature prose style beftre graduation from col-
lege, but a foundation may he laid anti habits may be built toward the es-
tablishment of a mature prose style by the age of thirty.

HUMOR

In a letter conitnnting on qualities in student writing that he almost
noer toilful in mediocre or bad papers. Professor Macklin Thomas, forer-

f , amulet. in Fnglish at Chieago State (ollege, concluded with the follow-
ig point:

"III.NIOR. Not clowning, of course. though a good writer must he al
lowed to snap at a good trifle; rather ;. knack for intellectual or dramatic (as
opposed to merely serball iron, or i3congruit) las in New Yurker wordless
cartoons). Standards here %mild naturally he hard to fix one teacher', idea
ot w hat is tunny otten seem, pawk to another. But adrift on the shoreless
sobriet% oi student writing. we needn't drive a hard bargain. An uteri in
tention. lumeer teebl, vectite6, to indicat,. that the writer has some
ground for thoughtful amusement should he credited as humor."



Glossary
bias is the influence on grades of irrelevant consideration's such as liking or dislik-
ing the student, disagreement with his views, etc.

cluster as used in this booklet is a group of readers whose grades agree within their
group and disagree with the grades of every other group to a greater extent than
can be attributed to chance.

combining scores or grades suggests several procedures for putting essay grades
and objective scores on a common score- wale and combining them in ways that
yield total scores that conform to reasonable expectations.

correlation is a mathematical procedure that shows to what extent it is true that,
the higher a student stands on one measure, the higher he stands on another. The
measures need not be of the same characteristic nor on the same scale: one can
correlate heigb. m inches with weight in pounds. But one must correlate two sets of
measures of the same students; there is no way to correlate two groups on the same
measure.

The standard but dif'icuit way of computing correlations is caked "product-
moment" correlation. Since correlating the grades assigned independently by dif-
ferent readers is the basic procedure in computing the reliability of essay grades, a
quick and easy way that yields approximately the same results is LI lied "top-quar-
ter tetrachorics" and is explained for the first time in this booklet.

The correlation between two sets of essay grades for the same students !s re-
garded as the reliability of one rating. Since one expects to use the sum or average
of both grades as the final grade. this correlation must be "stepped up by the
Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula" to get the reliability of this set of final
grades. But all the teacher has to do is to compute one percent; then he can look
up the corresponding tetrachoric and the reliability in the table presented in the
section on Computing the Reliability of Essay Grades.

distribution of scores, grades, etc. usually takes the form of a list of all possible
scores or ratings from high to low with a tally after each score for each student who
made ii.

99
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factor atudods as discussed in this booklet is a complex mathematical 111'ot:utility

that requires a large number of readers to grade vilifies of a large nu Miter of essays

written by the same students. Otte then computes the correlation between the
grades of each reader and those of every other reader, A computer can then pick
out dusters of readers whose grades agree pretty well within their cluster but dis
agree a ith the grades of every other cluster to a greater extent than can be attribut
ed to chance. A classification of comments written on these papers by the readers

o Ito best represent each dust can then reveal the qualities in station writing that
each cluster emplutsiied. such as ideas, organitotion. wording, and correctness of
expression. Cita of these distinctive emphases is called a fitetnr.

grade lines are itsitally lines drawn across a distribution lq,,) of total scores on an

mm011;10011 to mark the dividing lines between the final letter grades or their nu
merival equiv alents. The staff usually tries to make the percentages awarded the

%arum. grades conform to reasonable expectations.

holistic grading or scoring is a term not used in this booklet. but it refers to what is
called "rating on general impression." It consists of giving a single grade or score

to each essay rather than a number or ratings on various qualities. The latter is
called "analytic grading."

Independent grades or other measures most commonly refer to the practice of hav-
ing each reader record his grades and comments on a separate work sheet and
write nothing on the essays themselves. Thus tie reade, knows what grade any
other reader has given a paper. The term "independent" was used in a different
sense later, w here it was ;aped that there must be sonic separation in time as well
as in topic between the writing of two essays to make them genuinely independent
samples of each student's writing. Two short essays written in the same session of

an esam Mat ion rarely differ more in quality than pages I and 2 of the same essay.

tiuderRichardson Formula 21 is a quick and easy formula for computing the re-
liability of objective tests. All you have to know is the Man, the standard devia-
tion, and the number of items.

loading as used in this discussion of factor analysis is biojeally the correlation of
each reader's grades with the central tendency represented by each factor. The
burlier his loading on a' given factor, the more he has been influenced by the dis-
iinetie emphasis or that cluster of readers.

make-up examination requires no definition because it is almost universally pro -

s ided for students who were absent. In this section it is argued that students who
were disappointed in their grade on the regular examination should be allowed to
take the make -up. and whichc+cr grade is higher should stand in the record.

mean as used in this booklet is the same as a mathematical average.

median is the middle score or other measure when they are ranked in order from
hieh to low.

name-slip is the sheet on w hich each student identities his paper only by any
number of six figures chosen at random. fie includes his name. grade. teacher,
date. and any other information that may be required. These name-slips are
lockkd up until all grades are turned in. so that no reader has any way of finding
out which student wrote any paper.
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norttlid tinny is a curve representing the titeoretleal distribution of an infinite
number of perfect measures of characterKikh that are the product of more than
lino independent %muses.

normall distributed refers to abilities or characteristics that may reasonably be
espected to occur in the proportions predieted by the normal curse in large popu
lations. Male and female are obionsly not such characteristics, but comples
ties such as reading and writing are.

*toms is a term not used in this booklet but is so common in discussions of objec
the tests that a definition may he useful, A published test is usually given to a
large, reprevstatie sample of kinds of students fis whom the test is intended,
'Else test manuai -,sitains tables showing the percent of students in each grads: who
MI below each score on the test.

percentile reters to the percent of students who tell below each score in the tables
of norms described above.
positive reinforcement is a term popularized by the Harvard psychologist H. P.
Skinner to refer to the principle that recognizing and rewarding whatever a stu
dent for animandoes right usually has a stronger effect on learning than any kind
or amount of punishment of what he does wrong.
random variation usually refers to differences in scores on measures designed to
measure the same ability or characteristic, depending on the sample of tasks in
eluded in each measure. Students may just happen to be more familiar with or
adept at one sample of such tasks than another.
raw scores are the number tit' items in objective tests that each student answered
correctly..

reliability is the amount of agreement between two sets of independent measures of
the same characteristic in the same stud, Ms. taken at about the same time. In ob-
jective tests. it is usually an estimate of how close they would conic to getting the
same scot..., on a second test of the same kind. It differs from correiatifm :q.v.) in
that the measures must be designed to measure the same characteristic, while cor-
rdatiims may be computed between quite different characteristics, such as height
and weight.

Renumdino's factor emphasized handwriting and neatness, which did not appear
in our factor analysis because we had to use typed copies of the essays written by
students. l.ater. when we asked teachers to rate handwritten essays, we added
Remondino's factor to our list.

review of discrepant grades is a procedure in which essays that received far differ-
ent grades from the original readers were referred to a small committee of the most
esperienced and trusted readers. They were not told what the original grades were:
they knew only that the grades differed. One member of this committee gave each
of thew papers a third independent reading, and clerks substituted this grade for
%%indicter of the original grades was farther from it. This procedure usually had
the Meet of increasing the reliability of the essay grades by at least 10 points.

significance of differences is the result of various mathematical procedures that
determine the eh Mee% in a hundred or a thousand that differences between scores.
at erages. and other measures can reasonably. he attributed t., chance. given the
tundard error of these measures.
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spiral order :Vtilk In arranging several different forms of a test in stleit an order
that the thst student in each class tested will get Form i, the 11Uht Kirin 2, and so

staff grading is the grading of test essays by ell members of the stall of that et tufo:
tor that department), usually alter some training in grading h common sittdows,

he essays are identified only by code numbets so that no reader knows which
intIVIIi Arnie ally kWh essay it graded by two readers, who record their
grades and comments oil separate work sheets ant! write nothing on the essays
themsels eh, so that no reader knows %hick Wadi: any essay received from any other
reader,

standard deviation is a special rind of average of the distances tdeviations) from
the mean of all scores on any measure. It shows how far the scores art' spread out
from the mean. If the scores are normally distributed, about two-thirds will fie
%%hint' one standard deviation from the mean, and t)5t within twit standard devia.
Hons. This figure is more important than most teachers realise, slave neatly all
computations applied to test scores have the standard deviation in their tOrmulas.
It is also tilt basis for the standard scores used by many test publishers. in which
scores lying 4 nu standard deviation apart may be designated by such ivonbers as
30, 4, SO, oft. and 70,

standard Mat nia be thought of as the limits within which scores an 04 given
measure may sort' by chance. If any nleasuremrllt operation were repeated a large
number of times without students' learning or tOrgetting anything), and we kept
averaging the results until we were quite sure what the true 111l`tiStlE0 oats, Wt' tttnild
rind that about two-thirds of the scores leading up to this final average lay within
one standard error of the true measure, and gSt'll within two standard errors. This
computation i% most important in determining whether differences between the
as erages of different groups are "real" or :mild be attributed to chalks,. The
tOmula for the standard error t.f such averages is the standard deviation divided
by the square root of the number of students.

standard scores are scores based on the standard deviation N.s.). The standard
scores for test essays recommended in this booklet are 10, 20, 30, 40, and SO, in
ss hich the mean is arbitrarily called 31) and the standard deviation 10. The second
digit in such scores is understood to retch to tenths of the standard deviation.

stanine is a score scale of N points, based on the standard deviation, in which the
mean is S and the standard deviation 2, so that each point in this scale covers luau
standard des iat ion. This scale was widely used by our Armed Forces in World War
11, and for sonic years sue made strenuous efforts to get teachers to adopt it but
they sere so used to thinking in terms of a scale of 5 points that they Soul reverted
to it. We then adapted such a scale to standard scores its the procedures discussed
in the section on Standard Scores for Test Essays,

teachers' predictions may he defined as a procedure in which teachers predict how
mans students in each of their classes are likely to make each grade on an ap
preaching examination. The average of these preeictions indicates what percent
age ut students use should espect to make As 13's, cs, etc. or the numerical etitii1
alms of these grades. Thee percentages sole to keep readers from strayiog too
tar nom the standards and expectations of their colleagues.

validity is mentioned only once and not discussed in this bookIst since samples of
student writing are d !Feu 1 measures of the ahilits we wish to measure and hence are
sand by definition. It they were Judged by some eccentric standard, such as their
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